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The quad-slide Caspian floorplan is one of the
company’s latest offerings in its premier model lineup
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On The Cover: The 2009 Honda CR-V (towed by a
2009 Fleetwood Southwind), seen here at picturesque
Lake Casitas Recreation Area in Central California, is
one of the popular vehicles qualifying for inclusion in
our annually updated dinghy towing guide (see page
42). Photo by Gary Bohinc.
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by BOB LIVINGSTON

EDITORIAL

DINGHY TOWING

I

’ll never forget the trip my family and
I took to Durango, Colorado, during
the year-end holiday break many
years ago. We were traveling in a new
Beaver diesel-pusher and pulling
one of the few dinghy-ready vehicles
then on the market: a Suzuki Samurai. It
was a spectacular time to be on the road.
The trees were shimmering from a fresh
coat of snow replenished every day, the
landscape was brilliantly white and the
roads — well, the roads were questionable.
After enjoying five days in one of
Colorado’s winter playgrounds, we headed home on the coldest day of the trip.
The big Beaver handled the diminutive
Suzuki effortlessly, even with the anemicby-today’s-standards 250-HP diesel engine. As we climbed the first grade out
of Durango, heading to sunny California,
the engine chugged, coughed and then
died. I soon realized that we had filled
our fuel tank in Arizona the day before
we hit the snow line … and the unwinterized fuel had gelled and stopped flowing. We should have gauged our trip
better, run the tank close to empty and
bought fuel at higher elevations where
it’s treated for cold weather.
So there we sat, running the engine
block heater and hoping the fuel would
“thaw” enough to get us going again,
when along came a Good Samaritan (a
Good Sam member and fellow RVer) who
graciously offered assistance — even
though it was freezing cold. I thanked
him for stopping and said, “I’m going to
try to heat the fuel enough to get started
again, but if you don’t mind, could you
hang around just in case I need a ride
into town to get help?” (Cell phones were
rare 20-plus years ago, and certainly not
usable in sparsely populated areas.) With
a very puzzled look he said, “Sure, I’ll
stay as long as you need me.”
Then it hit me. I completely forgot
that I had my own transportation out
back. We had a good laugh and the Good
Samaritan was on his way.
Granted, I felt pretty silly for my momentary brain fade, but in those days,
dinghy towing was not as popular. Tow
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bars and baseplates were evolving, but
the choice of vehicles that could be towed
on all four wheels was limited. It’s a whole
new dinghy-towing world today. As you
can see by perusing our annual survey
of cars, trucks and SUVs, the number of
vehicles that can be towed without
drivetrain modifications is very extensive
— more than 100 to choose from.
Many vehicle manufacturers now
recognize that recreational towing is
a major consideration for motorhome enthusiasts looking to buy daily drivers that
can also be dinghy towed. And the number of lightweight cars is growing, which
is good for owners of smaller motorhomes
with limited capacity. The Honda Fit is a
good example. It weighs only 2,500
pounds, has a surprising amount of room
inside — and it sells for just $15,000.
Another factor driving the explosive
growth of dinghy towing is the development of suitable hardware. Tow bars are
sleek, easy to handle (and hook up), and
boast stout ratings. Manufacturers like
Roadmaster and Blue Ox have made a
science out of concealing baseplates, so
that the addition of towing hardware does
not detract from the aesthetics of the
dinghy vehicles. And, of course, braking
devices (which I highly recommend) are
more efficient than ever. Tips and towing
equipment are part of our complete online 2009 Guide to Dinghy Towing; you
can access this booklet by logging on
to www.motorhomemagazine.com.
As you might surmise, we got the
Beaver rolling again after about an hour
of sipping coffee and a few snowball
fights. The whole experience was much
less stressful because we had alternative
transportation right behind us.
I just can’t imagine motorhoming
without a dinghy vehicle tracking closely behind. ◆
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CONTACT

P.O. BOX: Write to the Editorial Office address
below, or e-mail letters@motorhomemagazine
.com; include your full name, city and state or
province. Selected letters and e-mails will be
edited for style and content and published.

Spending time with your family.
Enjoying yourself while RVing.
Knowing you are protected and insured,

Priceless!

HOT LINE: Hot Line is a forum for the resolution of conflicts between consumers and RV
dealers and manufacturers, accessories suppliers and service providers. After exhausting all
other resources, send typed letters to
MotorHome Hot Line (no phone calls, please) at
the Editorial Office and enclose copies of appropriate bills and correspondence, plus a selfaddressed, stamped envelope. Selected letters
will be edited and published unless otherwise
requested. MotorHome does not knowingly
accept deceptive or misleading advertising —
please notify Hot Line if you have a contrary
experience with respect to any merchandise or
service advertised herein.

Check out our new lower rates and our new
website at www.GilbertRVInsurance.com

Lower Prices ....
Better Coverages!

COACH & CHASSIS, POWERTRAIN:
Questions of a technical nature may be sent to
each column at our Editorial Office, or via e-mail
to: TLMHCC@aol.com (Coach & Chassis), or tech
@motorhomemagazine.com (Powertrain); include
your city and state or province. Selected letters
will be answered in the magazine (or on our Web
site), but time doesn’t permit individual replies.

RV

Insurance

REPRINTS, BACK ISSUES: Copies of articles are available for $3.95 each. Specify the
article title and issue, and send a check or
money order payable to Affinity Media, plus
your name and address, to the Editorial Office.
Back issues are available for $5.95 each; please
follow above procedure. Permission to reprint
or quote excerpts from published articles is
considered upon request, when credit is given.

FREELANCE QUERIES: Writers’ guidelines
are available upon request. Send queries to the
Editorial Office. Manuscripts submitted for
publication must include your Social Security or
tax I.D. number and full return postage.
Although every reasonable precaution is taken,
MotorHome assumes no liability for unsolicited
manuscripts and/or photography.
PRIVACY PROMISE: We recognize that your
privacy is important to you and we’re committed to
helping you protect it. You should know that we
will never intentionally share your name, address
and other personal information with anyone for
their use if you have asked us not to do so. When
you subscribe to MotorHome, please tell us if you
don’t want your name and address shared with
other reputable companies or if you don’t want to
receive our marketing offers. We’ll mark your
account for a three-year period so that it will not
be selected for product and/or service offers that
you’ve told us you are not interested in receiving.
If you change your mind, get in touch with us and
ask that we include you in future offerings. You
may ask to not be included in future offerings at
any time and it’ll be taken care of promptly. Please
contact us at MotorHome Mail Preference Service,
P.O. Box 445, Mt. Morris, IL 61054, or call us at
(800) 678-1201. This policy does not apply to email marketing; we will not send you commercial
e-mails unless you have authorized us to do so.

Gilbert RV Insurance is underwritten by specialty RV
insurance companies that have earned a rating of "A"
or better from the prestigious A.M. Best directory.

EDITORIAL OFFICE: MotorHome, 2575 Vista
Del Mar, Ventura, CA 93001. Fax: (805) 6674484. Web site: www.motorhomemagazine.com. ◆
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from OUR READERS

YOU’VE LOST
THAT LOVIN’ FEELING

ANOTHER MILEAGE MAXIMIZER
Thank you for the November 2008 feature,
“Mileage Maximizers,” about smaller,
lighter, more fuel-efficient motorhomes. I
enjoyed the article, but I was amazed that
you left out the wonderful Phoenix Cruiser
made by Phoenix USA out of Elkhart, Indiana. I have a Phoenix Cruiser and absolutely love it, but I think it’s one of the
best kept secrets, because I never see it
featured in your articles on smaller units.
MARY ELLEN JONES
JOHNSBURG, ILLINOIS
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e have been following
the letters about travelers’
pet peeves in campgrounds.
The more we read, the more
we feel that people have somehow lost the “camping experience.” We all have to remember that we
are visitors wherever we end up.
People travel to get away from it all
and to obtain a part of freedom that may
be lacking in their lives back home. They
want to party, act like fools, get sunburned, and eat or drink too much. They
also want to be part of nature — with all
of the smells, noises and friendships that
they develop along the way. The loud
entertainment centers, outdoor lanterns
and joyous laughter are all a part of the
experience. Get used to it!
Campgrounds have rules that each
camper receives upon entering. If you stay
in a park that allows the noise to continue
after normal hours you need to contact
the management. If that doesn’t work,
write down the name of that campground
and spread the word not to camp there.
We stop in campgrounds for the trip
back to nature, the smell of the burning
wood, the smell of the wet forest floor in
the morning, the clean air after a thunderstorm. It seems we may have lost that
“feeling” somewhere on the road with our
motorized homes. Remember, at night, we
are all just campers. Get the feeling again!
BRUCE & JOYCE BRENNAN
LANSING, MICHIGAN

Chairman
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DOLLARS AND SENSE
The feature about smaller, lighter, more
fuel-efficient motorhomes in the November 2008 issue, “Mileage Maximizers,”
was a topic needing to be addressed.
However, take a closer look.
Just last week my wife and I spent
a lot of time looking at a Winnebago View
(which was pictured on the cover of the
November magazine) and a Fleetwood
Icon — both built on the Sprinter chassis and both 25 feet long.
However, we wound up making a
deal on a Fleetwood Tioga Ranger. The
26-foot-long motorhome has a queensize bed, microwave, conventional oven,
AC generator, patio awning, electric entry
step, large storage compartments and a
single slideout. We will get only 10 MPG
instead of 16 MPG, but the MSRP was
$73,000 compared to $105,000 for
the View.
Thirty-two thousand dollars will buy
a lot of gasoline, which is still selling at
a substantial discount to diesel.
BILL BUTLER l DEWEY, ARIZONA ◆

Question:
What factors affect your decision
when purchasing a new motorhome?
Write to us at letters@motorhome
magazine.com.
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Fuel Efficient Motorhomes
You’ll Love to Drive.

Imagine what you could do with a vehicle that has the spacious comfort and convenience of a larger
motorhome but with much better fuel economy and driveability. Whether driving cross-country or
just cross-town, enjoy the convenience of having your own kitchen, bathroom, changeroom, family
room and bedroom in a vehicle that fits in a normal parking space and can be used as a second car.
•
•
•
•

15 to 22 miles per gallon
Easy to drive & park, use everyday
Available in four-wheel-drive
Automotive styling (helps avoid RV parking
restrictions, keep it at home)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Seats up to 6
Comfortable to drive in
Comfortable to live in
Bathroom with shower
Separate eating & sleeping areas
Sleeps up to 4
Up to king-size bed
4 year/48,000 mile motorhome warranty
To find out why Roadtrek is the #1 selling North
American class B motorhome (camper van), visit us
at www.roadtrek.com/MHM or call us toll free at
1-888-ROADTREK (762-3873).
Roadtrek Motorhomes Inc., Circle 136 on Reader Service Card

Banks Power, Circle 116 on Reader Service Card
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escapes
by DENISE SANTOYO

EVENTS l WHEELS & GEAR l NOTEWORTHY l CROSSROADS
If you’ve ever been curious about the rural life of yesteryear, then the

HOME ON
THE RANGE

PHOTO: THE FRONTIER CULTURE MUSEUM OF VIRGINIA

Living history is
on display at the
Frontier Culture
Museum of Virginia

Frontier Culture Museum of Virginia, located in Staunton in the fertile Shenandoah
Valley, is the place for you. Though traffic whizzes by unseen on the nearby interstate,
the museum’s 120 acres harks back to a time when life was simpler, slower and
more peaceful.
The museum contains several working farms from different eras and countries,
as well as an emerging West African exhibit. There are homesteads from 18th-century
Germany and Ireland and American farms from Virginia. Also included is an Irish forge
from 18th-century Ulster.
The museum employs about 25 “interpreters” who perform the daily routines of
inhabitants at the various locations. On any given day you can see them churning butter, working in the fields or spinning cloth — all in period dress authentic to the times.
The nearby Shenandoah Valley KOA and Walnut Hills Campground and RV Park
have full hookups and dump stations, and offer a wide range of activities — from
stocked fishing lakes to river tubing and hay wagon rides.
The museum is open year-round. For more information, call (540) 332-7850,
or visit www.frontiermuseum.org. — Pamela Selbert

MOTORHOME l February 2009
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EVENTS

by KAITLYN VOYCE

offering a sampling of sweet
treats; (252) 335-1453, www
.museumofthealbemarle.com.

FEBRUARY 6-8 l See the
migration of more than 1
million shorebirds, geese
and hawks through the San
Francisco Bay Estuary during the Flyway Festival. The
event features a Wildlife Exploration and Birding Expo
as well as other outdoor
activities, tours and classes;
(707) 649-WING, www
.sfbayflywayfestival.com.
FEBRUARY 7 l Celebrate
Valentine’s Day a week early
with a bit of history. The Valentine Faire — A Colonial Celebration in Elizabeth City, North
Carolina, teaches about the
symbols and traditions of love
in the 18th century while also

FEBRUARY 7 l Visit with the
Tuskegee Airmen at Roosevelt’s
Little White House Historic Site
in Warm Springs, Georgia. This
educational program, with opportunities for photos, will allow
you to meet the men who flew
15,553 sorties and completed
1,578 missions without losing
one bomber in World War II;
(706) 655-5870, www.georgia
stateparks.org/LittleWhiteHouse.
FEBRUARY 12 l Become an
armchair traveler on the road
at the Arts Center of the Ozarks
Passport to Adventure travel film
series. The series, in Springdale,
Arkansas, features professional,
personally narrated motion
pictures as well as a social
hour before; (479) 751-5441,
www.artscenteroftheozarks.org.
FEBRUARY 13 l Enjoy a free

concert at A Day With the Mississippi Symphony in Vicksburg,
Mississippi. The symphony will
perform a concert at the Vicksburg Convention Center and
Auditorium that will feature
a variety of music styles that
are sure to please the whole
family; (866) 822-6338,
www.vccmeet.com.
FEBRUARY 20-22 l Visit Santa
Fe, New Mexico, as its galleries
turn into banquet halls with ARTfeast. This “moveable feast of
art cuisine” combines the food
of the city’s best chefs, restaurants and vintners with the galleries, unique homes and artists
of the area. The event benefits
ARTsmart, a volunteer organization that funds art programs for
children in the area; (505)
603-4643, www.artfeast.com.
FEBRUARY 22-27 l Be adventurous at Elderhostel’s Suwannee
River Adventure: Canoeing,
Hiking and Folklore in Florida.

The program takes place at
Stephen Foster Folk Cultural
Center State Park in Lake City,
Florida, and features moderate
hikes, canoeing trips and more.
Camping is available on-site with
an RV discount option; (386)
397-2733, www.elderhostel.org.
FEBRUARY 23 l Start celebrating Mardi Gras early at
the Lundi Gras Celebration in
Gretna, Louisiana. This community event features music,
dancing, and local “royalty” in
a family friendly setting; (504)
363-1580, www.gretnala.com.
FEBRUARY 28 l Try out your
best chili recipe, or just give
your taste buds a treat, at the
Arizona State Chili Cookoff
and Salsa Championship in
Quartzsite, Arizona. With official
prizes and a People’s Choice
category, everyone can participate in this tasty event; (928)
927-9321, www.quartzsite
businesschamber.com.

RV SHOWS
February 2-8
Montgomery RV Super Show
Montgomery, Ala.; (256) 509-3574
February 5-8
Flint Camper & RV Show
Flint, Mo.; (517) 349-8881
February 5-8
Minneapolis/St. Paul RV,
Vacation & Camping Show
Minneapolis, Minn.; (763) 383-4400
February 5-8
Ocala RV Show; Ocala, Fla.; (813) 741-0488
February 5-8
RV, Camping & Powersport Spectacular
Erie, Pa.; (814) 725-3856
February 5-8
Seattle RV & Outdoor Recreation Show
Seattle, Wash.; (425) 277-8132
February 5-8
Valley Forge RV Show
Valley Forge, Pa.; (717) 303-0295
February 5-8
West Palm Beach RV Show
West Palm Beach, Fla.; (813) 741-0488
February 6-8
Arkansas RV Show
Little Rock, Ark.; (501) 225-6177
February 6-8
Cincinnati RV Supershow
Mason, Ohio; (941) 827-7144
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February 6-8
New England Camping & RV Show
Foxborough, Mass.; (617) 472-1442
February 11-15
Detroit Camper & RV Show
Novi, Mich.; (517) 349-8881
February 11-15
Houston RV Show
Houston, Texas; (361) 749-4436
February 13-15, 20-22
Mid-America RV Show
Kansas City, Mo.; (816) 931-4686
February 13-15
North Carolina
RV & Camping Show
Charlotte, N.C.; (804) 425-6556
February 13-15
Richmond Camping RV Expo
Richmond, Va.; (804) 425-6556
February 13-16
Northeast RV Show
Suffern, N.Y.; (845) 343-2772
February 13-16
Sacramento
Sports, Boat & RV Show
Sacramento, Calif.; (916) 965-9653
February 13-16
Springfield
RV Camping & Outdoor Show
West Springfield, Mass.; (413) 781-2267

February 19-22
Central Florida RV Show
DeLand, Fla.; (813) 741-0488
February 19-22
Jackson Boat & RV Supershow
Jackson, Tenn.; (731) 584-7880
February 19-22
Salem Spring RV Show
Salem, Ore.; (206) 783-5957
February 19-22
St. Louis RV Vacation
& Travel Show
St. Louis, Mo.; (314) 355-1236
February 20-22
Fredericksburg RV & Camping Expo
Fredericksburg, Va.; (610) 336-9100
February 27-March 1
Birmingham RV Super Show
Birmingham, Ala.; (256) 509-3574
February 27-March 1
New Hampshire
Camping & RV Expo
Manchester, N.H.; (603) 736-5540
February 27-March 1
North Carolina RV &
Camping Show-Raleigh
Raleigh, N.C.; (804) 425-6556
February 27-March 1
Rhode Island RV & Camping Show
Providence, R.I.; (800) 332-3976
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Naples Motorcoach Resort
Announcing the Opening of Florida’s
Newest Premier Motorcoach Resort.

13300 Tamiami Trail East • Naples, FL 34113
866.622.5142 • www.signaturervresorts.com
Signature Naples Motorcoach Resort, Circle 107 on Reader Service Card
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WHEELS & GEAR l NOTEWORTHY

News Briefs
Following the passing of founder Gaylord Maxwell on
September 20, 2008, the Life on Wheels RV education
program has been discontinued. The conference that
was scheduled for March 16 in Tucson, Arizona, was
canceled and no future classes are planned.

A MOTORHOME WITH
SWAGGERING RIGHTS
Australian-based Swagman Motorhomes
has begun production of a new line of Class A’s
designed to meet the growing demand for more
fuel-efficient and environmentally friendly
motorhomes. The company plans to bring its
28-foot-long rear-diesel-pusher RV2801 model
to the North American market this year.
According to the company, the RV2801 has a patented “Armourshell” one-piece carbon fiber/Kevlar body construction, which is
lighter and eight times stronger than traditional construction, and
achieves an estimated 15–17 MPG. The motorhome rides on the
company’s Space Frame chassis and uses a rear-mounted International MaxxForce 5 V-6 diesel and five-speed Allison transmission.
Additional features include a six air-bag suspension and
ABS, panoramic windshield and wraparound dash, electrically
operated leather seats, integrated full-color touch GPS and backup
camera, queen-size bed and a uniquely designed bathroom with
a full-size shower. The RV2801, as built for the U.S. market,
has a projected base MSRP of $120,000.
Swagman Motorhomes, www.swagman.com.au. — Joe Bohn

TAC PROVIDES ANSWERS
If you’ve got questions about your Allison

transmission, the company’s Technical Assistance
Call Center (TAC) can help. Available 24 hours a day,
seven days a week, the TAC was established to answer
distributor and dealer service questions and to build
a database that allows for quick, on-target answers
and early detection of service issues. While most
calls are from distributor and dealer service personnel,
the hot line also fields calls from end-users. The
call center can help troubleshoot questions about
all Allison on-highway transmissions, including the
1000/2000/2400/3000/4000 series transmissions.
The hot line is staffed with experienced, ASE-certified technicians who can provide answers to general questions, and may refer
more complex issues to a distributor or dealer near the caller’s
location. For more information, call the hot line at (800) 252-5283.
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According to a new study by PKF Consulting comparing
total carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions or carbon footprints,
RV vacations are more environmentally friendly than
fly/drive/hotel vacations. “RV vacations are not only fun,
affordable and comfortable for families,” says Richard
Coon, president of the Recreation Vehicle Industry Association, “this study shows that they’re also more green than
vacations that include flying.” Using a carbon calculator
methodology developed by Conservation International,
an organization that promotes biodiversity conservation,
PKF found that RV vacations had a softer environmental
impact than the typical airline/rental car/hotel vacations.
The RV vacations analyzed included trailers, Class C’s and
Class A (diesel) motorhomes.
Bel-Aire LLC in Mishawaka, Indiana, has developed a
new Class A diesel-pusher chassis in partnership with
custom truck-chassis builder Diamond Heavy Solutions.
Bel-Aire plans to build a new 27- to 32-foot fuel-efficient
“cruiser” motorhome on the platform that is projected
to achieve 15–20 MPG. The new 23,880-pound GVWR
chassis has only 10 inches of ground clearance, and will
be powered by a 230-HP International MaxxForce 7 V-8
diesel engine, equipped with independent front suspension and an Allison five-speed automatic transmission.
Bel-Aire expects to have a 27-foot prototype built on
the new chassis completed soon, and full production
to be underway this year. The yet-to-be-named coach
is expected to retail for $150,000–160,000.
Newport Dunes Waterfront Resort and Marina, in Newport
Beach, California, celebrated its 50th anniversary last
year with a series of special prices, giveaways and events
— culminating in the $1.5 million remodel and subsequent reopening of its Back Bay Bistro. Overlooking the
resort’s marina, the Back Bay Bistro has received a total
facelift — complete with remodeled dining and patio
areas, an overhauled menu and a fully retractable roof
that allows for an alfresco dining experience at any time.
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For Reservations Call 888.277.0789
www.motorcoachcountryclub.com

80-501 Avenue 48
Indio, CA 92201

A Special Offer from Signature Resorts
25% Off Daily Rental Rates
S O M E R E S T R I C T I O N S A P P LY.

Signature Motorcoach Country Club Indio, Circle 108 on Reader Service Card
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escapes

CROSSROADS

Newell Coach

Country Coach

CELEBRATING LATINO CULTURE
In April 2007, San Antonio, Texas, celebrated the opening of the

Dynamax Grand Sport

Renegade Motorhome & Toters

Dynamax DynaQuest

nation’s largest Latino museum, the Museo Alameda del Smithsonian. The first
formal affiliate museum of the Smithsonian Institution, the Museo enables visitors
to explore 20,000 square feet of exhibit space filled with a variety of ever-changing
exhibitions, as well as traveling national and international installations. The Museo
has exclusive access to more than 1.5 million Smithsonian artifacts.
One of the Museo Alameda’s permanent installations is Franco Mondini-Ruiz’s
re-creation of a botanica — a Mexican folk healing shop — overflowing with trinkets,
religious figurines, healing potions and herbs. The building’s unique façade is constructed of stainless steel and cast aluminum, and the lace-like exterior wall resembles
the punched tin of a luminaria — a Mexican lantern used for celebrations. It is also
a permanent art installation that boasts kinetic lighting, with 22,000 continually
changing color combinations, synchronized to an original music score.
For more information, call (210) 299-4300, or go to www.thealameda.org.
— Joanne S. Liu

SPAM-A-LOT

Holland Motorhomes, Circle 130 on Reader Service Card

What inspired an award-winning

14

Pleasure-Way

Airstream Interstate
For the Best Value Call:
1-800-221-7197 - MI
Website:
www.holland-motorhomes.com
Holland MI 49423

Broadway musical and attracts thousands
annually at a Waikiki festival? What did
Nikita Khrushchev credit for the survival
of the Russian Army during World War II?
SPAM. Despite its glorious past, SPAM’s
reputation has suffered in recent years,
but a visit to the interactive SPAM
Museum in Austin, Minnesota, will
leave you singing its praises.
In the museum’s theater, join the
Spamettes in their rendition of “Mr.
Spam-Man” and “Stand by Your SPAM.”
KSPAM, a fully operational radio studio,
airs old SPAM commercials and occasionally hosts live broadcasts. Get cooking tips
from internationally famous chefs as they

prepare exotic recipes at Chez SPAM. You
can even compete in the SPAM Exam.
Admission to the 16,500-squarefoot museum is free, and RV parking
is available.
For more information, call (800)
LUV-SPAM, or visit www.spam.com.
— Mary Zalmanek ◆
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For Reservations Call 866.897.9300
www.lasvegasmotorcoachresort.com

8175 Arville Street
Las Vegas, NV 89139

Another Reason That Anytime Is The Right Time For Vegas
25% Off Daily Rental Rates
S O M E R E S T R I C T I O N S A P P LY.

Signature Las Vegas Motorcoach Resort, Circle 109 on Reader Service Card
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Crossing the Mexican-American border is a fun experience, with vendors working the aisles between vehicles.

It’s not uncommon to see caravaning RV groups traveling the highway
through Mexico’s towns, countryside and seascape routes.

BAJA CALIFORNIA,
MEXICO, OFFERS
THE OPPORTUNITY
TO RELAX AND
DO THINGS AT
YOUR OWN PACE
by JIM COUPER

The coast of Baja
California, Mexico, is a
popular destination for
many outdoor activities,
including fishing, kayaking, swimming, surfing
and beachcombing.
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The tourist town of San Felipe, with its numerous RV parks and campgrounds, shops, restaurants and hotels, is an excellent
place to set up home base, with a wide variety of activities available all year round.

T

he long, narrow desert in Mexico known as Baja
California stretches over 1,000 miles from Tijuana in the
north to Cabo San Lucas at the southern tip. On the west,
the Pacific Ocean offers sand and surf while the warmer and
more tranquil Sea of Cortez forms the eastern boundary.
The U-shaped route that I recommend, and that I have
taken many times in many RVs, includes both coasts, features reasonably good roads and requires no Spanish —
although it is a courtesy to learn a least a few phrases.
American dollars are also readily accepted, although
change is likely to be in pesos — the Mexican currency.
Baja has very few highways and generally the ones marked
on the maps are adequate for large motorhomes.
Be sure you have the correct travel documents packed
before you depart. Passport laws pertaining to re-entry into
the United States have changed and you want to make sure
you are compliant. The U.S. Department of State Web site

(www.travel.state.gov) has more information, but the thing
to keep in mind is that currently, U.S. citizens need to
produce either a passport (or the new passport card), a Western Hemisphere Travel Initiative-compliant document or a
government-issued ID with proof of citizenship. Keep in
mind that after June 1, all entry into the United States will
require a passport or passport card — without exception.
There are a number of easy precautions you can take
before traveling to any country, but the most important
may be to check that your auto insurance is valid. If not,
add the extra coverage before you leave (if possible), or
purchase travel insurance as soon as you reach your destination, before you start traveling extensively. (See the
sidebar for helpful tips on traveling to Baja.)
Thus prepared, you’ll be ready to start off. My own
preference is to begin with the relatively easy entry point
at Mexicali, just south of El Centro, California, and head

PHOTOS: JIM COUPER; BAJA CALIFORNIA
FILM COMMISSION IMAGE BANK
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BAJA TRAVEL TIPS
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La Bufadora (The
Blowhole) sprays
water up to 70 feet
in the air and is a
popular tourist stop
near Ensenada.

directly south 125 miles on Mexico Highway 5 to San Felipe on the Sea of Cortez. Autos
with nothing to declare can drive right through the border while motorhomes will undergo
a perfunctory examination. Mexicali is a lively, chaotic place but you should do just fine
— drive slowly and cautiously through the city and a well-signed, divided road will take
you out of town, where traffic will quickly diminish. Highway 5 becomes a two-laner that
is not especially wide, but has a bit of shoulder and is straight. Two hours down the road
the border search will be repeated at an inspection station before you reach San Felipe.
There is no disputing that San Felipe is a tourist town and is not typical of the “real”
Mexico — a fact that has its good points and bad. The good is that campgrounds start
appearing about eight miles north of town and extend an equal distance south. The bad
is that the campground rates are usually not bargains, ranging up to $40 a day for a prime
spot next to the beach in the height of the summer tourist season.
My wife, Lian, and I stayed at Ruben’s RV Park Camp, slightly north of San Felipe’s
lighthouse and for $20 a day it was just fine, and quite similar to the campgrounds on
either side. Nearly all sites come with a ramada for shade and many have a two-story structure with a spot on top to dine at a picnic table. Sites close to town encourage walks along
the beach into the center of the city. However, even if you don’t go anywhere, the town
will likely come to you as the campground is often visited by a host of entrepreneuring
locals, which could include children selling gum, adults selling hammocks, teens selling
carvings, women selling hot tamales, men selling silver jewelry and musicians offering to
serenade you. The place is positively alive and dull moments are rare.
February 2009 l
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■ Check Your Insurance.
If you plan on driving in Mexico,
be certain you have the appropriate
insurance coverage. Check with your
insurance company to see if it offers
a pre-approved policy in Mexico. If
not, visit a Mexican insurance proprietor (these are available on both sides
of the border) to purchase a policy
that will cover you while you travel.
■ Bring Appropriate Documentation.
Owners must accompany their
vehicles while traveling, so make
it a practice to have the motorhome
and/or dinghy owner present on all
excursions, and be sure to pack
all appropriate documentation for
the dinghy and the RV. Be sure to
carry your driver’s license, as well —
it’s valid in Mexico.
■ Don’t Use Your Cell Phone
While Driving.
It’s a traffic violation to use a cell
phone while driving in Baja.
■ Be Prepared.
In Baja, an FMT tourist visa is required for trips lasting longer than
three days, and a non-immigrant fee
is required for trips lasting longer
than a week. — Denise Santoyo
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Valle de los Cirios, in central Baja south of San Quintín, is rich in indigenous
wildlife and desert vegetation, including the cactus seen here.

The main tourist activities in San Felipe are shopping, beachcombing, boating,
dining out and hiking the hills. The town
center consists of restaurants and souvenir
stalls that overhang the sidewalks and spill
onto the main street. If you wander the side
streets, authentic shops that sell bread,
meat and vegetables to locals are easily
found. We started every day with a loaf of
bread hot from the oven.
Located within easy distance — about

10 miles south — of downtown San Felipe,
and well worth a visit on its own, is Valle de
los Gigantes. This area is known for its numerous cardones, a type of cactus native only
to this area. Popular with photographers, the
natural beauty of this location is not to be
missed. Valle de los Gigantes is also near the
popular tourist camp Punta Estrella, which
is well known to dune-buggy enthusiasts,
kayakers and surfers, among others. It’s also
an excellent spot to watch grunion-running

in the spring months, March through June.
A fellow traveler told us about hot
springs with bathing pools etched into the
hillside above the sea in the town of
Puertecitos, 24 miles south of San Felipe
via a newly paved road. We arrived in the
village at high tide and learned that we had
to wait for the water to recede before the
springs would be available for bathing, so
keep this in mind before making the trek.
There are a number of seaside camping
areas nearby that will enable you to stay
and enjoy the springs at your leisure.
The road to the Pacific coast from San
Felipe requires backtracking about 40
miles to the inspection station and then
taking a turn west on Highway 3 to Ensenada. The arid countryside is moderately
hilly and the road quietly winds through
122 miles of rural countryside. Ensenada
is a large, congested city with very little in
the way of signage, but don’t panic. Keep
heading southwest and you will reach either
the Pacific Ocean or Highway 1, which is
what you want. If you miss the highway keep
going south and eventually you will find it
as it is the only route south.
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The Largest collection of new RV models in
the marketplace–all in one handy volume
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SUN AND SURF

MBA Insurance, Circle 120 on Reader Service Card

Just a few miles south of Ensenada
are signs for La Bufadora (the blowhole),
which is at the end of a short, scenic drive
along the Punta Banda peninsula. This
tourist attraction consists of an underwater
cave that blows the ocean, geyser-like, out
of a hole in its top. The attraction is a popular one with tourists and photographers
alike, so be prepared to pay for parking.
You are now entering the central portion of Baja, and continuing on brings a

20

change of scenery from rocky cliffs to sandy
dunes. The 132-mile trip to San Quintín
gives a taste of what compels many motorhomers to continue south all the way to
Baja’s southern tip — sunny skies, sandy
shores and magnificent, peaceful isolation.
Just 22 miles south of Ensenada we
saw signs for aguas termales (mineral
springs). As lovers of hot outdoor bathing
we quickly turned east and into the village
of Uruapan. Signs for the springs are diffi-

cult to follow, and the road is unpaved, so
caution is necessary. Luckily we found a
guide who kindly showed us the way. After
a few turns on dusty roads the signs reappeared and pointed us down the lane to
the mineral springs. The owner gave us a
guided tour, showing us each of the 10
tiled bathing tubs — we had our choice,
and a hot bath cost just a dollar.
As soon as the highway abuts the
Pacific at Santa Maria, just south of San
Quintín, campgrounds again appear. The
first two have the same name — Pabellon
— and both have extensive ocean frontage
with dunes. Immediately noticeable is a
temperature drop of as much as 20 degrees
at the shore. Rows of trees provide shelter
from the brisk breeze.
For the novice traveler this is a probably a good spot for a U-turn. The return trip
is via the same road to Ensenada where good
signage leads drivers onto a toll road heading north. This divided highway curves
majestically above the ocean and provides
first-rate scenery for the homeward drive.
There are beautiful campgrounds below, and
if you wish to linger, these are excellent sites.
The border crossing is unlike anything
you might have imagined and quite a lot of
fun. Vendors with carts work the aisles between the rows of vehicles selling tacos,
candies, tamales and all kinds of snacks
and drinks. You place a food order and then
watch the vendor recede into the distance
as the line snakes forward. Then, 200 yards
later, the vendor reappears with the order
and lopes along beside your vehicle making
change and adding seasonings. The border
is the place to get rid of extra pesos no matter how you choose to spend them — buying peanuts, having your windshield cleaned
or purchasing a last-minute souvenir.
A few weeks after your return home
may find you planning for your next trip to
Mexico. Perhaps this time you’ll venture
into the downtowns of the bigger cities,
see the Yucatán or visit Mazatlán and
Acapulco. One thing you can be sure of is
an interesting trip to a beautiful land. ◆

FOR MORE INFORMATION
BAJA CALIFORNIA STATE TOURISM
(664) 682-3367,
www.discoverbajacalifornia.com.
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40 FREE
FACTORY TOURS

GO BEHIND THE SCENES TO SEE HOW SOME
OF YOUR FAVORITE PRODUCTS ARE MADE

I

by TERRI BLAZELL

f you’ve ever been curious about

how your everyday products are created, many companies offer factory tours
for an up-close and personal look at
the manufacturing process. These tours
offer a fascinating glimpse into the
making of everything from candy to Tabasco
to tractors, and — best of all — the ones listed here won’t cost you a cent.
When you embark on a tour of a manufacturing plant or factory, you’re in for a
real treat, and we don’t just mean the
free samples. Some tours are self-guided,
others are interactive, and most of the food
and beverage companies offer free samples
— the better to tempt you with.
Health and safety regulations may
mean that you don’t get to be quite as up
close as you might like — especially where
food or heavy equipment are concerned.
Some factories may require that you wear
goggles, ear protection or even hairnets. It’s
best to wear rubber-soled, closed-toe shoes
— some tours require it, most recommend
it. Factories are serious about these requirements; to be on the safe side, plan
ahead and wear the proper footgear.
Tour information is subject to change,
so check ahead for tour times and days before you go. Many tours are popular with
school groups on field trips; to avoid these,
a visit on a Monday, if available, is recommended. Keep in mind that most factories
are closed on major holidays as well.
Where possible, we have included information about wheelchair accessibility.
However, if you are in a wheelchair or have
trouble walking, it’s best to check with
the factory first. Most can accommodate
you for at least part of the tour.
Remember, factories were built to do
business. Most factory tours were added as
an afterthought as they became popular.
Don’t expect the glitz of an amusementpark attraction. Some factory tours may be
located in crowded downtown areas where
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Celestial Seasonings

Jelly Belly Candy Factory

parking can be limited, so check ahead of
time or use a dinghy vehicle.
The tours listed here are free to the
public; for a more comprehensive (but by
no means complete) list of tours — both
free and available for an admission fee —
go to www.motorhomemagazine.com.

required, and no children under 8 years
old are allowed; (510) 981-4066,
www.scharffenberger.com.

ALABAMA
Bud’s Best Cookies, Hoover. This cookie
factory tour is available mid-September
through mid-May, Mondays and Tuesdays
by appointment; (800) 548-1504, www
.budsbestcookies.com.
ALASKA
Alaskan Brewing Company, Juneau. Enjoy
free beer tasting — if you’re age 21 or older.
This tour is wheelchair accessible; (907)
780-5866, www.alaskanbeer.com.
ARIZONA
The Peanut Patch, Yuma. Watch how
peanuts are roasted and made into candy.
The tour is wheelchair accessible; (800)
USA-PNUT, www.thepeanutpatch.com.
ARKANSAS
Terra Studios (pottery and glass), Fayetteville. The grounds feature a sculpture
garden, pond and picnic tables. It has its
own RV park within walking distance; (800)
255-8995, www.terrastudios.com.
CALIFORNIA
Jelly Belly Candy Factory, Fairfield. See
where the world’s most famous gourmet
jelly beans are made. The factory includes
a chocolate shop, Jelly Belly store and a
café; (800) 953-5592, www.jellybelly.com.
Scharffen Berger Chocolate Factory, Berkeley. Learn about cacao and how it’s
processed into chocolate, then tour the
factory in this hour-long excursion. Free
samples are offered. Reservations are

22
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COLORADO
Celestial Seasonings, Boulder. You’ll be
right out on the floor where 5 million tea
bags are produced daily. This tour has great
RV parking. Tours are offered daily yearround and are wheelchair accessible. No
children under 5 allowed on the tour; (303)
581-1202, www.celestialseasonings.com.
DELAWARE
Dogfish Head Craft Brewery, Milton. The
tour includes visits to the new brew house
and the cellars. Free tasting (must be age
21 or older). Tours start at 3PM (closed Sundays and Mondays); (888) 836-4347,
www.dogfish.com.
GEORGIA
BabyLand General Hospital — Home of the
Cabbage Patch Kids, Cleveland. Witness
“nurses” and “doctors” “delivering” each
Cabbage Patch infant, and learn about the
intriguing history of Cabbage Patch Kids.
The tour is wheelchair accessible; (706)
865-2171, www.cabbagepatchkids.com.
HAWAII
Big Island Candies, Hilo. This scrumptious
sweet factory is particularly well known for
its macadamia nut shortbread and Kona
coffee. Free samples are available. Call
ahead of time to schedule a tour; (800)
935-5510, www.bigislandcandies.com.
ILLINOIS
John Deere Attractions, Moline. The John
Deere Pavilion and John Deere Collectors
Center have interactive displays of the history of agribusiness, show restorations of
vintage equipment, and highlight old and
new equipment; (800) 240-5265 or (309)
765-1000,www.johndeereattractions.com.

INDIANA
Workhorse Custom Chassis, Union City.
Tours are offered year-round on Tuesdays
at 9:15AM with reservations; (765) 9642284, www.workhorse.com.
Of course, Indiana is the RV capital
of the world. Contact your favorite Indianabased motorhome company; almost all
offer factory tours.
IOWA
The Kaleidoscope Factory, Pomeroy. This
“one-man show” is located in an old 1890s
drugstore. The second Saturday of each
month usually features guest artists. Free exotic wood scrap samples. Pre-register; (712)
468-2420, www.kaleidoscopefactory.com.
KANSAS
Cero’s Candies, Wichita. Take this free
45-minute tour on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Reservations are required; (316)
264-5002 ext. 0, www.ceroscandy.com.
The Old Muffin Factory, McPherson. This 15minute tour takes you on the factory floor to
view the process of creating baking mixes by
hand from scratch, then packaging them in
adorable cloth bags shaped like blueberries,
carrots or even candy kisses. Tours are offered
Tuesday through Friday, year-round; (800)
697-0385, www.oldmuffinfactory.com.
KENTUCKY
Toyota Motor Manufacturing Kentucky
Plant, Georgetown. Watch as huge coils of
steel are transformed into cars such as the
Camry and Avalon. This tram-driven tour
takes approximately 11⁄2 hours. Visitors
must present a valid photo ID; (800) TMM4485, www.toyotageorgetown.com.
LOUISIANA
McIlhenny Company (makers of Tabasco
sauce), Avery Island. This is a “don’t miss”
if you’re a Tabasco fan. The experience inFebruary 2009 l
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Allegiance

Tradition

Eagle

Heritage

An American Icon from America's Favorite Pastime
Drives an American Tradition
American Coach knows that the best way to sell you a second coach is to
take care of you and your ﬁrst coach. Just ask baseball hall-of-famer and
proud American Tradition owner, Gaylord Perry. As an American Coach
customer you can expect to receive all-star treatment before, during and
after the sale. American Coach is committed to building the best luxury
motor homes in the industry and backing them up with the best service
experience in the industry.

Gaylord Perry

American Coach, we're here for you.

Baseball Hall of Famer

Visit www.americancoach.com or call 800-264-7689
for more information and to locate an American Coach dealer near you.

© 2008 Fleetwood Enterprises

Fleetwood RV, Circle 117 on Reader Service Card
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40 FREE FACTORY TOURS

Dead
Battery?
Tillamook Cheese

charge per day. Deltran
Battery Tender® keeps your

scot soda), Newfields. Stop by this 1863
homestead, family owned and run for five
generations, to watch the soda being
bottled, then taste the flavor of the day;
(877) 4NH-SODA, www.nhsoda.com.

MAINE
Tom’s of Maine, Sanford. The 100,000square-foot factory is powered by windgenerated energy. There are lots of tastes,
smells and experiences, from mixing your
own toothpaste to strolling through owner
Kate’s herb garden. Open mid-June through
Labor Day. Reservations are required; (800)
775-2388, www.tomsofmaine.com.

NEW MEXICO
Eagle Ranch Pistachio Nuts, Alamogordo.
This 45-minute walking tour takes you from
the grove, to sorting, roasting, flavoring and
packaging; (800) 432-0999, www.eagle
ranchpistachios.com.

vehicle battery fresh, ready
to surge to life no matter
how long it sits.

Chargers for the RV industry

Deltran, Circle 128 on Reader Service Card

Visit your local dealer or
call 877-456-7901
www.batterytender.com
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MASSACHUSETTS
Cape Cod Potato Chips, Hyannis. The selfguided tour shows the entire chip-making
process from humble potato to bagging.
Summer is the busiest season; the large
parking lot in the back can usually accommodate RVs. Tour hours are Monday to Friday, 9AM to 5PM. Free samples are available;
(888) 881-CHIP, www.capecodchips.com.
MISSOURI
Anheuser-Busch Brewery, St. Louis. Guided walking tours include stops at the Budweiser Clydesdale stable, beechwood lager
cellars and historic brew house. At the end
of the tour, complimentary soft drinks and
pretzels are provided and visitors over age
21 may sample a variety of brews; (314)
577-2626, www.budweisertours.com.
NEVADA
Ethel M Chocolate Factory and Botanical
Cactus Garden, Las Vegas. While a chocolate factory and cactus garden are an odd
combination it makes for a great tour. Free
samples are available; (888) 627-0990,
www.ethelschocolate.com.
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Connor Bottling Works (makers of Squam-

NEW YORK
Eden Kazoo Factory and Museum, Eden.
This is now the only original metal kazoo
factory in the world. The self-guided tour
includes a visit to see the kazoos being
made using original equipment (Wednesday through Friday only) as well as antique
kazoos on display; (716) 992-3960,
www.edenkazoo.com.
OHIO
Anthony-Thomas Candy Company, Columbus. This is not your usual candy factory.
Catwalks take you above the floor where silver foil-wrapped pipes flow with molten
chocolate. The tour stops over the kitchen
where the creamy centers are made. Guided
tours are offered Tuesday and Thursday and
the facility is wheelchair accessible; (877)
226-3921, www.anthony-thomas.com.
OKLAHOMA
Keepsake Candles, Bartlesville. Watch
demonstrations of handmade candle making; (888) 636-0351, www.keepsake
candles.com.
OREGON
Tillamook Cheese, Tillamook. This selfguided tour includes a video, interactive
kiosks and mezzanine for viewing cheesemaking and packaging operations. Free
samples of Tillamook cheese are available
February 2009 l
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Batteries lose 1% of their

cludes a visitor center and factory tour of
the bottling and packaging operations. The
tour is free, but a $1 conservation fee is
charged per vehicle to access the island;
(337) 365-8173, www.tabasco.com.
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KS,
NO MORE LEA ING,
LK
NO MORE CAU
…EVER!
We are all aware of the expensive
problems a leaky roof can cause. With
over 20 years of experience in RV roof
repair, we have the products to solve
your roofing needs. Our High Density
Acrylic Roof Coating will permanently
bond to any surface - rubber, fiberglass,
or metal - forming a totally seamless roof.

BEST Roof
NO Maintenance
BEST Price
NO Streaks
BEST Warranty NO Leaks
• Half the cost of traditional roof
replacement
• Reflective satin white finish
• Lasts 12 years plus
• Extreme weather durability
• On site installation available
- call for details!

Excellent re-roof for stained,
aged rubber roofs
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THE WORKHORSE W16D

LIGHT ON

THE ROAD.
AND ON YOUR

WALLET.
Wilton Armetale

and there is RV parking on site; (503)
815-1300, www.tillamookcheese.com.
PENNSYLVANIA
Snyder’s of Hanover Pretzel Bakery,
Hanover. This one-hour, guided walking
tour takes you through the production of
Snyder’s pretzels and potato chips. You’ll
also be treated to free samples of freshly
made snacks as well as a complimentary
bag of pretzels to take with you. Reservations are required; (800) 233-7125 ext.
8592, www.snydersofhanover.com.
Utz Quality Foods, Hanover. Take a “chip
trip” at the Utz factory to see, and smell,
how the company makes its famous Utz potato chips. Follow the spuds as they’re unloaded, peeled, washed, fried, seasoned
and vacuum-packed. Visitors receive a
small bag of original Utz potato chips;
(800) 367-7629, www.utzsnacks.com.

THE 2009 DAMON AVANTI BUILT
ON THE WORKHORSE W16D.

UP TO 70% BETTER
FUEL ECONOMY THAN
COMPETING CLASS A
MOTOR HOMES.
TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE
WORKHORSE W16D, VISIT

THREE DAYS TO GET TO THIS

Best Warranty in the business
10 year NO leak warranty (Labor and
Material)with all professional installations
RV Roofing Solutions, Circle 135 on Reader Service Card

‘Do-it-yourself’ kits are available
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RV Roofing Solutions
20 Years, Family owned - Family run

“The RV Roofing People”
Minnesota Roofing
(Main office)

RV Roofing Solutions
(California office)

877-387-6511

818-332-0645

www.rvroofing.com www.rvroofingsolutions.com
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SOUTH CAROLINA
Emerald Farm, Greenwood. Visit the soap
factory, hobby shop, herb garden and farm
as you tour the home of Saanen Goatmilk
Soaps. The farm, which is filled with goats,
llamas, peacocks and rabbits, also has picnic areas. Guided tours are by appointment;
(864) 223-2247, www.emeraldfarm.com.
SOUTH DAKOTA
Mt. Rushmore Black Hills Gold, Rapid City.
See craftsmen creating gold jewelry using
the ancient process of lost-wax casting and
learn how diamonds are cast in molten gold;
(800) 400-2226, www.blackhillsgold.com.

FUELING
INNOVATION.

Actual fuel economy may vary.
© 2009 Workhorse Custom Chassis. A Navistar Company.

Workhorse Custom Chassis, Circle 101 on Reader Service Card

WORKHORSE.COM/W16D

Wilton Armetale, Mount Joy. Tour through
the company’s foundry and witness firsthand the start-to-finish process of turning
molten metal into hand-finished pieces of
serveware, grillware, cookware and more.
Children must be age 12 or older; (866)
945-8661, www.armetale.com.
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40 FREE FACTORY TOURS

PHOTO: COURTESY OF BUREAU OF ENGRAVING AND PRINTING

TENNESSEE
Jack Daniel’s Distillery, Lynchburg. Visit the
distillery where whiskey is mashed and distilled then mellowed through 10 feet of
sugar maple charcoal. There is no whiskey
tasting due to state law. The fourth Saturday in October is its annual JD World
Championship Invitational Barbecue;
(931) 759-4221, www.jackdaniels.com.
TEXAS
Bureau of Engraving and Printing, Fort
Worth. This 45-minute guided walking tour
educates visitors about how U.S. paper currency is produced, from inking printing
plates to stacking finished currency. The tour
includes interactive exhibits and a live spider press demonstration. Visit the mutilated
currency redemption desk during Spring
Break and the last full weeks of June and
July to see destroyed currency reconstructed for redemption. Sorry, no free samples;
(866) 865-1194, www.moneyfactory.gov.
Foretravel Motorcoach, Nacogdoches. Go
behind the scenes to see how the compa-

Bureau of
Engraving
and Printing

ny’s luxury motorcoaches are assembled
in this factory tour, which is offered Monday through Thursday; (800) 955-6226
ext. 215, www.foretravel.com.
Mrs. Baird’s Bakery. Tour one of four locations in Texas: Abilene, Fort Worth, Houston and Lubbock, and see how the many
varieties of bread and pastries are made.
No children under age 6 are allowed.
Reservations must be made in advance and
may be made online; www.mrsbairds.com.
UTAH
MotoSat, Salt Lake City. MotoSat, maker of
premium mobile satellite TV dishes for
homes and RVs, offers factory tours
Monday, Wednesday or Friday, 9AM to 4PM.
By appointment only; (800) 247-7486,
www.motosat.com.

WASHINGTON
Pendleton Woolen Mills, Washougal. Visitors
will watch as wool is dyed, spun, woven and
finished into Pendleton blankets and the
company’s distinctive fashion fabrics; (800)
760-4844, www.pendleton-usa.com.
WEST VIRGINIA
Homer Laughlin China Company (Makers of
Fiesta Dinnerware), Newell. See the process
for making a piece of china, along with a
video and a museum. Reservations are required and the tour is walking intensive.
Allow 11⁄2 hours. Free souvenir plate; (800)
452-4462, www.homerlaughlin.com.
WISCONSIN
Beechwood Cheese Company, Beechwood.
This one-room factory churns out more than
45 different flavors of cheese by hand. Visitors view the process through a factory window. The big draw is on the first Saturday of
the month, when they offer their fresh-fromthe-vat cheese curd, but be prepared —
more than 800 people show up for it; (877)
2-CHEESE, www.beechwoodcheese.com. ◆

Hearthside, Circle 124 on Reader Service Card
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CLIMBING THE CENTERPIECE
OF MOUNT RAINIER
NATIONAL PARK IN
WASHINGTON IS A CHALLENGE
TO THE BODY AND SOUL
by BERT GILDART

PHOTOS: BERT GILDART

t 14,410 feet Mount Rainier is the tallest
mountain in Mount Rainier National Park, and from the cluster of buildings and the parking lot at Paradise to
the summit it is almost 10,000 feet. Each year more
than 10,000 people attempt the climb, but more than
50 percent turn back — or are turned back — for a
variety of reasons, such as the one I encountered.
Our party was on the third and last day of a climb, and we
were negotiating a prolonged section that approached a 50-degree
incline. Winds were screaming at close to 70 MPH, and at that
moment I questioned why I had exchanged the comfort of my RV
for three days with a backpack, tent, crampons, plastic climbing
boots, winter parka and an ice ax.
Some might think this is irrational behavior regardless of the
conditions, and when the winds knocked me to the ground, I wondered once again: Can I really make it? One member of our party
— a very competent climber — had turned around because of a
pulled hamstring, punctuating the fact that up here, anything can
happen, and it can do so at any time.
Indeed, summiting Rainier is a great challenge, though not
an impossible one, and there are a variety of reasons climbers don’t
make it. One reason is a lack of adequate acclimation to the thin
air. With the help of our RV I had solved that problem.
One week before the climb, my wife, Janie, and I had driven
our rig to the town of Ashford, elevation 3,000 feet, and then, every
day thereafter, made the relatively short trip to Paradise, elevation
almost 5,000 feet. From there, we’d climbed long distances, and
each day, I’d done so with a substantial pack. My theory was
that daily excursions at high altitudes would prompt my body to
generate more red blood cells, needed for the oxygen-deprived air
found above 10,000 feet.
You might ask the obvious question: Why do it? Why confront
Rainier and all of its various moods? Apparently other RVers in our
campground had resolved that question, as many had come here
to climb. My answer is that climbing amid such austere beauty
provides a renewal of spirit. It’s an adventure that I had to be well
prepared for.
And so, almost five months prior to our departure, I began
making plans, starting with a thorough medical checkup. After
receiving the go ahead, I called International Mountain Guides
(IMG) and locked in a mid-August date. Paul Baugher, one of
the owners who would also be my guide, emphasized that I should
strive to be in “the best shape of my life.”
Baugher said cycling was second best for preparation only to
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Opposite page: At our Camp Muir base camp,
elevation 10,000 feet, we carved back the ice to
set up our tents. This page, top: Heavy cloud cover
often clings to Rainier. Middle: Our early arrival at
Mounthaven Resort gave us time to acclimate to
the elevation before the climb. Above: Knox Williams
and Jennifer Fogle regroup at the summit.
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Along the five-mile-long Skyline Trail, which
is accessible from Paradise, are impressive
views of Mount Rainier and Myrtle Falls.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
INTERNATIONAL
MOUNTAIN GUIDES
(360) 569-2609,
www.mountainguides.com.
MOUNT RAINIER
NATIONAL PARK
(360) 569-2211,
www.nps.gov/mora.
WASHINGTON STATE TOURISM
(800) 544-1800,
www.experiencewa.com.
Circle 210 on Reader Service Card.

MOUNT RAINIER
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actual climbing. For people like Janie and me, who spend eight months a year traveling in our RV, that meant lots of intense bicycling. No matter where we were, we
both rode bikes and did so vigorously. Finally, we were at a 10-day countdown —
sending us back into our RV and a journey west from our home in Montana.
Though we’ve seen Rainier many times in our travels, this time when it came into
view — after we ascended from the Columbia River Gorge along Interstate 90 — we
saw it with renewed awe. The mountain towered over other lofty ranges and, from a
distance of about 75 miles, its white snowy flanks appeared soft and almost inviting.
Our next significant glimpse occurred several hours later, when we descended White Pass, along U.S. Highway 12. There it was again, but now the ridges and
slopes and glaciers assumed a different look. Rainier appeared formidable, and
its circular summit reminded us that this massive mountain was formed in part by
the colossal upheaval of intense volcanic activity. We could also see crevasses, and
knew from our reading that these fissures had “swallowed” many a climber — one
of the many facts that made hiring a guide a necessary precaution.
Despite tragedies, there are far more successes than failures. In August 1999,
former Vice President Al Gore and his 15-year-old son, Albert, ascended Rainier.
On August 31, 2002, 5-foot-tall, 77-year-old Bronka Sundstrom of Ashford, Washington, climbed the mountain. Though she remains the oldest woman to have summited, the oldest person to climb Rainier was an 84-year-old man who ascended
not only in the summer of 2007 but in each of the two previous summers.
And so legends of the mountain continue to grow, but not from anything I’d
do. I simply hoped to climb Rainier, enjoy sunrise and sunset, and then, after three
days, return with memories and photographs of vistas that only this fabled mountain can provide. And that’s the reason we arrived early, pulling into Mounthaven,
a beautiful RV resort located half a mile from the park’s Nisqually entrance.
Rainier is an incredible park even if you haven’t come to climb. Twenty five
glaciers radiate from the mountain’s summit and their melt waters create a myriad
of waterfalls that on hot days will refresh you with a soft mist. There are variegated
meadows to explore that host a pageantry of wildflowers, creating carpets of pinks,
yellows, reds and whites. Place a deer or two into these rainbow-colored meadows
and watch as they wander through the mists of an early morning fog — the beauty
is ever changing. Then there is Rainier, fifth-highest mountain in the continental
United States, and containing the largest number of glaciers outside of Alaska —
it backdrops everything. It’s all part of the mystique of Mount Rainier National Park.
On the final day of our countdown our group received a little mountain education from another one of our two IMG guides, Aaron Mainer. He taught us how
to use our ice axes to stop a fall; how to use climbing ropes when passing through
dangerous ice fields; how to use the “rest step,” which is, according to Mainer,
“the pace that will get you to the top …” And then we were almost ready to climb.
On the day of the climb, Janie drove me to the IMG compound. I kissed her
goodbye, and then loaded my gear into the company van and our group made the
hour-long drive to Paradise. Then we all hefted our packs (mine weighed 35 pounds)
and took the first steps that we hoped would take us to the summit.
Our group consisted of six people: Paul Baugher, Aaron Mainer and Jennifer Fogle,
all from IMG; David Bristol, who last year summited one of the Grand Tetons; Knox
Williams, a retired avalanche expert; and me, an outdoor journalist in his mid-60s.
Our first destination was Camp Muir — a distance of about four miles — and,
as we climbed the 5,000 feet, we moved along steadily, reaching the historic camp
in about five hours. Because Baugher had arranged a private outing for us, we had
to camp away from the old stone hut, which we did, hiking about a mile across
Cowlitz Glacier toward Cathedral Rocks. There we used shovels and our ice axes
to carve back the ice and create a platform for our tents. Our camp was gorgeous
and it was backdropped by Mount Adams, Mount Hood and Mount St. Helens.
That night several of us developed headaches from the thin air, something we
resolved with aspirin. According to Baugher, some people develop acute cases of
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altitude sickness that include vomiting and
even a form of temporary amnesia.
The next day we continued a short distance, ascending Cathedral Rocks which
then leveled out onto Ingraham Glacier.
Once again IMG had established a seasonal
intermediate camp, though this one was at
12,000 feet. The remainder of the day was
one of relaxation, and at 5PM, we retired.
We needed to rest before we embarked on
the most difficult part of our ascent.
At 11PM, Baugher awakened us and
we enjoyed a hearty meal. Then, to avoid
the avalanches and rock falls that warmed
snow might trigger, we struck out at 1AM,
wearing hard hats to which we’d affixed
headlamps. Before we had gone an hour,
Bristol had to drop out because of the flareup of a reoccurring injury. Mainer took him
back to our camp on Ingraham Glacier, but
before departing, Baugher asked if we all
thought we could make it. He said that if,
later, any others had to turn around, we’d
all have to turn around, for he was obligated to stick by his clients.
The four of us who remained passed

around Disappointment Cleaver and crossed
over an ice bridge that peered down into
a deep crevasse. Rangers had installed a
balance rope and in addition, Baugher inserted an anchor and belayed us over
the bridge, providing additional security. The
wind had picked up and a glorious sun was
breaking the horizon. At this point we had
passed from Ingraham Glacier and on to
Emmons Glacier, the largest glacier in the
United States outside of Alaska. This thick,
massive sheet of ice would be our conduit
to the top.
From this point the ascent became
particularly steep: I think the angle approached 50 degrees. Combine that with
winds that were kicking up and our conditions were deteriorating fast. One particularly vicious gust knocked Williams and me
flat onto our rears, and did so despite the
knife-edge crampons strapped to our boots.
It was 7AM by the time we arrived at
the top amid a plume of swirling snow. A
wan sun tried to break through the clouds
but without much success. I pulled out my
camera, took photos of the group, and then,

about 15 minutes later, we began our return — soon descending below the thinning
clouds. A huge arc of the world unfolded
into a panorama that seemed endless in its
sweep. In one area, shafts of light radiated
out, while in another direction the volcanic
prominences of Mount Hood and Mount
Adams stood fast, seeming like old friends.
For a while all in our group enjoyed the
sight, but then Baugher said that we should
continue on to avoid avalanches. And so,
we continued the 10,000-foot descent.
At 5:30PM we reached Paradise, and
then, an hour later, I was back at our RV —
and my, did it look good! Janie, who was
waiting, smiled, kissed me, and then said
she wanted to know everything about the
climb. I tried my best, but soon fell asleep
on our coach’s soft sofa, the glass of wine
she’d poured almost untouched.
Refreshed now, I find I am still reflecting on Rainier, and — though we have
continued on to a new location — am still
trying to tell Janie about the climb.
I suspect I’ll be doing that as long
as I live. ◆

nVision Tire Pressure Monitoring System, Circle 132 on Reader Service Card
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Got your eye on a new RV?
Contact GEICO today to see how much you can save on RV insurance.

Call 1-877-434-2678 for a
free rate quote.

®
RV coverage is underwritten by GEICO Indemnity Company. Some discounts, coverages, payment plans and features are not available in all states or
companies. Government Employees Insurance Co. ¥ GEICO General Insurance Company ¥ GEICO Indemnity Company ¥ GEICO Casualty Company. These companies are
subsidiaries of Berkshire Hathaway Inc. GEICO Washington, DC 20076 © 2008 GEICO
Geico, Circle 134 on Reader Service Card
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DISPATCH FROM

DÜSSELDORF
THE WORLD’S
LARGEST
RV SHOW
FEATURED
MOTORHOMES
AND
EQUIPMENT
FROM AROUND
THE GLOBE
by BOB LIVINGSTON
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very morning huge crowds gathered in the lobby

of the Caravan Salon 2008 RV show in Düsseldorf,
Germany. When the clock struck 10AM, this great herd of
humanity moved quickly through the controlled turnstiles.
Clearly the people attending the event were RV enthusiasts
— or, at the very least, were serious enough to be considering getting into the lifestyle. What seemed like miles of RVs were
stacked like cordwood awaiting the potential buyers.
We recently joined a host of United States’ RV industry executives in Düsseldorf, Germany, at the Caravan Salon — the “World’s
Largest RV Show.” The event attracted some 158,000 visitors
from 38 nations for the late-summer event, which showcased 585
exhibitors from 22 countries.
You could see (by their animated expressions) and hear
(because I learned enough German to eavesdrop a bit) that the
Caravan Salon visitors had fuel costs on their minds. Yet, the excitement of the show and the lifestyle kept them moving from coach
to coach, looking for the perfect unit. They apparently were determined not to let the fuel prices and a worrisome economy spoil
the fun of hitting the road. They’re clearly infatuated with the freedom of the open road — even though European roads are not exactly spacious. And, while the camping areas are not anything like
those in the U.S., European RV enthusiasts are just as energized
about the lifestyle as their American counterparts.
Walking up and down the seemingly endless aisles of the show,
it was obvious that the European RV industry has proven that
innovation can overcome the lack of interior square footage, held
in check by narrow roads and historically high fuel prices.
Throughout the more than 2 million square feet of floor space,
spanning 11 exhibition halls and outside areas, were 2,000 RVs
from the European manufacturing and supplier communities. In
the motorized segment, it seemed like Class C’s dominated the offerings, including a display by Great Britain’s giant manufacturer,
Swift, showing for the first time in Düsseldorf.
Builders of these Class C’s excel in zeroing in on potential occupancy when designing floorplans. Rigs earmarked for families
typically have a cabover bed and a second fixed bed in the rear.
Larger families are accommodated with unique placement of bunk
beds. Almost universally, once the sleeping arrangements are
implemented, the rest of the interior real estate is split up for the
galley, bathroom and living area — all tiny by U.S. standards, but
amazingly efficient. Slideouts are virtually nonexistent (mostly due
to much more compact campground sites) and huge trunks are
commonly built into the rear of the coach where bicycles or other
large implements are housed. Towing cars is not big in Europe —
yet — although Roadmaster was exhibiting its line of tow bars.
The European builders are masters at space utilization, evident by the innovative use of space within the tight quarters of the
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This page, top: The Hymer-Innovision runs on
LP-gas and features an awning with solar cells
and a cooking area with sink that can be swung
to the outside. Middle: At this year’s show, manufacturers focused on maximizing living space
with smart designs. Above: Bimobil’s EX345
4WD expedition vehicle has 24 forward gears
and four reverse gears. Opposite page, top:
With a price tag of $227,500, the Globetrotter
XXL is German manufacturer Dethleffs’ topof-the-line coach. Bottom: The Italian design
firm Technoform specializes in free-flowing
interior designs, using modern laminates.
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dozens of Class B motorhomes that were on
display — however, when provided with the
additional footage afforded by a Class A chassis, livability is expanded remarkably.
Interior design and aesthetics are key elements in carving out floorplans that fight claustrophobia and work well for families. Modern
laminates and the use of rounded corners help
open up the interior visually while providing excellent storage capabilities. Technoform, an Italian design firm deeply immersed in the European RV industry, is a key player in promoting
new materials. The company specializes in cabinet doors, interior doors and countertops. Descriptions of new offerings never use the word
“square” as free-flowing lines and rounded corners are clearly the company’s main expertise.
Product Development Manager Alessandro Rossodivita guarded his latest design
prototype (see photo on page 36) behind a
locked door and allowed only invited guests
to take a peek. The new galley structure
prototype uses very modernistic-appearing
laminates for its seemingly free-floating overhead cabinets and huge drawers designed to
handle all kitchen storage needs. Innovative
storage systems behind cabinet doors utilize
just about every square inch of space and
were easy to access without going into backbreaking gyrations. Consideration is given to
comfortable counter heights for cooking
and washing dishes and features are often
designed for more than one use. A computer
desk, for example, doubles as a makeup table
and uses a “magic mirror” that features a
hidden TV screen behind the mirror that can
also be used as a computer monitor.
At the show, there were a number of creative exercises in radical design, including a
few motorhomes designed for severe service
— think adventure and exploration to remote,
off-road locations.
The most expensive motorhome at the
show, a Class A Volkner designed to accommodate a small roadster in its streetside storage bay on a special platform, retails for $1.7
million Euros. At current exchange rates, that’s
nearly $2.47 million U.S. dollars.
It was interesting to note that the European RV builders are picking up the pace on
amenities, responding to the demand for satellite dishes, flat-screen TVs and lots of wineglass holders. They’ve focused on lightweight
designs, but not on spartan models. Surprisingly, air conditioning is not a priority, but,
again, that cuts weight out of rigs.
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Above: This $2.47 million Class A Volkner can transport a small roadster
in its side storage bay. Right: Panoramic windows grace the Terrestra
Integrated by Eura Mobil. Right, below: The Cross-TEC Taurus by T.E.C.,
built on a Ford 4 × 4 chassis, made its debut at Caravan Salon.

SWIFT MOTORHOMES
Swift is the largest manufacturer of motorhomes and caravans (travel
trailers) in Great Britain. Located outside of Manchester, England,
the factory produces an extensive line of motorhomes, including the
top-of-the-line Bessacarr (below). Inside, the Bessacarr features beautifully styled cabinetry using handsome laminates and lots of rounded
shapes. During a tour of the factory, I was impressed with the company’s modern construction techniques, tightly controlled by computer
accuracy. The roof and side walls are made of glass-reinforced plastic
to assure water tightness. Plumbing and electrical routing is top notch,
and each rig is weighed to assure it meets government regulations.
Bessacarr E769

Bessacarr E765S
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FIRST WORLD CONFERENCE ON RVS
After checking out hundreds of RVs, it was time to shift gears and
prepare for the First World Conference on RVs, which took place here in conjunction
with the show. Entering the meeting room for the World Conference on RVs was
like entering the United Nations, but the language diversity was offset by the use
of wireless translators. This conference really felt like a world event.
Richard Coon, president of the Recreation Vehicle Industry Association, led
things off with a description of how America’s trade association works. Attendees
were enthralled by the scope of the industry in the U.S. Even with the downturn,
no country comes even close to the number of rigs that are sold in the U.S. — and
the number of households owning RVs. When Coon said, “There’s no doubt in my
mind, this industry is moving toward a world business,” the mood was set for the day.
Canada’s Kevin Betzold, president of the Recreation Vehicle Dealers Association
of Canada, followed Coon and presented the audience with some interesting numbers.
According to Betzold, about 14 percent of the Canadian population own RVs and they
travel 38.5 million miles a year in them. That’s certainly good for the economy.
China’s RV industry is just getting started, and most likely will move fairly fast,
as described by Wang Jidong, CEO of 21st Century RV. With only a few thousand
RVs roaming a very undeveloped campground system, China is enthusiastic about
developing standards and an RV infrastructure.
South Africa, in turn, has an interesting RV community. Dennis Bouwers,
managing director of Motorhome-World (the country’s leading motorcoach builder),
made it clear that RVs are, realistically, available only to the affluent, though he is
enthusiastic about building motorized products and helping the country expand its
RV infrastructure. Rigs designed for South Africa have to be able to survive in the
rugged outdoors. South Africa, we’re told, has few vehicle standards, but lots of
wildlife scattered around the county’s 900 campgrounds.
Australia had a large contingent in Düsseldorf. Ben Yates, CEO of the Caravan,
RV and Accommodation Industry of Australia, spoke on its behalf at the conference.
Yates pointed out that Australia is an exciting place to RV, and it attracts lots of tourists.
But its RV industry has slowed down. Yates said that the people are buying homes,
pulling money out of equity loans and watching the rates go up. Sound familiar?
Australia has a great campground system, with a big sector under the Caravan
Holiday Park system (230,000 sites), and a fantastic outback to explore — often by
RV. As Yates says, “Caravaning used to be for those who couldn’t afford something
else; today it’s the preferred way to travel.”
Japan has 43 domestic RV manufacturers and 40 RV dealers. It also has 870
Roadside Stations designed for the traveler on the go. These are more than just
places to pull over for the night, but locations at which visitors can also swim and
stock up on supplies. Keike Inomata, overseas information director of the Japan
Recreational Vehicle Association, entertained us with Japanese ingenuity: pocket-size
RVs. These tiny rigs, called minis in Japan, are small enough to go anywhere — and
each rig is supplied with a leaflet, “RVer’s 10 Clauses of Manners.”
As for the domestic German marketplace, Hans-Karl Sternberg, director general
of the German Caravanning Industry Association, presented an overview of the bustling
European RV market, and wasted no time taking a few digs at England — all in fun,
of course. It seems the English have discovered scientific data that the human brain
is able to deal with driving on the left better than the right. Most of Europe doesn’t
buy into that.
The Germans and English are the biggest players in the European RV field,
but don’t discount the Italians and French. Competition among designers is fierce,
with the customers being the ultimate beneficiary, and that fact was not lost on the
U.S. contingent.
Europe’s RV industry is carefully regulated, and all the players are working on
unifying the standards. By the way, Sweden wins the rigs-per-capita contest: 299 RVs
for every 10,000 residents. But in 2007 France registered the most motorcaravans. ◆
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by JEFF JOHNSTON

NEWELL 1281

I

t makes more sense to talk about what the Newell

1281 coach doesn’t have rather than trying to list all of its
features. When you’re discussing a top-end motorhome in
the million-dollar stratosphere there’s very little in the way
of materials, accessories and features that are left off.
Newell is known for building high-end motor coaches,
and the 45-foot model 1281 is the latest example of the
genre. Built on Newell’s own bridge-construction-type steel
chassis, the coach is topped by an aluminum-framed body
that helps keep the center of gravity low. The rig is powered
by a Cat 625-HP diesel engine backed by a ZF 12-speed transmission. ZF also supplies the front independent suspension
components and an eight air bag support system is standard.
A look at the coach reveals the steerable tag axle that,
along with the sharp front-wheel cut angle, adds up to a 37foot turning radius — pretty amazing for a 45-foot motorhome.
The coach’s exterior is high on “wow” factor with a
sleek, classy body style with aluminum skin and moldedfiber-composite end caps. Full-body paint adds the highend automotive touch desired by buyers in this range.
A step inside through the air-operated entry door reveals a stunning and expansive interior. This 1281 model
features the optional Ultra Wood cabinetry that is mostly
assembled in smooth curving surfaces. A combination of
light- and dark-leather upholstery and complementary solidsurface countertops with tasteful but impressive trim further enhance the interior’s luxury image.
The effect of the Ultra Wood cabinet surfaces is strik-
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Could you ask for
anything more in a coach?

ing, and it adds a visual touch unequaled by today’s more
common woodwork species. The motorhome’s flowing,
rounded surfaces, including the hallway walls, bedroom
vanity cabinets, kitchen counter and cabinets confirm the
impression that this coach is something special.
The driver faces an expansive windshield and a
SilverLeaf LCD screen dashboard delivers a broad array of
vehicle systems and operating information.
This four-slideout coach includes a forward lounge area
followed by opposing kitchen and U-shaped dinette sections, a midcoach half bath accessible from the bedroom or
the forward living area, large master bedroom and aft-end
main bath. Although there are no “catalog” Newell coach
designs, floorplans like this one are considered “for reference only” because each Newell is custom built to order.
As an example of the high-end technology in this motorhome, the two front slideouts feature flush floors both deployed and withdrawn for travel. When the slideout retract
control is activated, the floor section inboard of the slideout
lowers several inches and the slideout moves in smoothly
until the space is filled and the flush floor is again intact.
Powered amenities abound in the 1281. Window curtains that open and close at the touch of a button, driver’s
compartment sunshades and privacy screens, and a main
42-inch TV in a lift that rises from a curbside desk/cabinet
alleviate some of the manual chores involved with coach use.
A 20-kW AC generator provides enough power to operate the brace of four rooftop A/C units plus any of the rig’s
February 2009 l
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S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
CHASSIS:

other electronic goodies. These include the Dolby 5.1 surround receiver, a premium stereo system and a buyer’s choice
of in-motion or high-def satellite TV systems. For quiet-hours
operation there are a pair of Outback 2,800-watt inverters.
From the flush-mounted refrigerator/freezer with icemaker to the Gaggenau electric cooktop, the galley abounds
with top-end appliances. The inclusion of a panoramic-size
window gives the cook a great view to the outside.
The bedroom uses the traditional dual-slideout design,
but that’s where the resemblance to any other coach ends.
The color-coordinated Corian countertop is shaped in a
graceful arc that mirrors the curved cabinetry below, and a
large picture-size window brings a cheerfulness to the room.
The master bath, a step up from the bedroom floor level,
is an array of components suitable for a luxury home. Black
granite flooring, a glass-enclosed custom-fitted shower stall,
a mirrored aft wall of closet doors, Corian countertops and a

NEWELL CUSTOM BUILT
ENGINE: CATERPILLAR
C15, 625-HP
FUEL: 225 GAL
GVWR: 63,600 LBS
LENGTH: 45' 8"

WIDTH: 8' 6"
HEIGHT: 13' 3"
WHEELBASE: 252"
FRESHWATER CAP: 143 GAL
GRAY-WATER CAP: 143 GAL
BLACK-WATER CAP: 143 GAL
MSRP: $1,407,100

NEWELL COACH CORPORATION, (888) 363-9355,
WWW.NEWELLCOACH.COM.
CIRCLE 211 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

freestanding-style glass bowl sink enhance the room’s visual
appeal. Naturally, the craftsmanship throughout is superb.
How could you further improve on a motorhome with
this much equipment aboard that’s assembled in such an
exquisite package? The designers at Newell will be happy
to help you take on that challenge. ◆
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MOTORHOME ’S 2009

DINGHY TOWING GUIDE

smart fortwo

FROM PICKUPS TO HYBRIDS, THIS MAY BE
THE MOST DIVERSE SELECTION EVER
t may finally be happening: Manufacturers may
actually be building their new cars with the dinghy-towing
motorhome owner in mind. It doesn’t seem like that long
ago that your only choices were front-wheel-drive, manualtransmission economy cars — but today there are few automobile genres that aren’t represented in the dinghy-towing
segment. From subcompacts and hybrids to full-size pickups
and SUVs, there’s something for everyone in this year’s guide.
As always, we’re only listing those new vehicles that have
been officially recognized by the manufacturer as being
dinghy towable (along with their specific requirements), and
only those that can be towed at a minimum speed of 55 MPH
for no less than 200 miles at a time. Bear in mind that, because intro dates vary widely these days, and because much
of the information from the manufacturer may be preliminary
at press time, some of the facts and figures presented here
are subject to change. In fact, some potentially approved
vehicles may not be included here because there wasn’t
enough information on them available at press time.
It is important to conduct your own research before
purchasing one of the vehicles listed in this guide. The easiest, most assured way to do this is to visit the dealer and ask
to see a copy of the owner’s manual. In the index, look for
the terms “flat towing” or “recreational towing” to find
specifics about the vehicle you are considering. This will not
only tell you if the vehicle is, in fact, towable, but what
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specific procedures are required to prevent damage to the
transmission, drive system, etc.
If the owner’s manual doesn’t contain information on flat
towing, or recommends against it, you may still have options.
There are kits and products available to make towing a “nontowable” vehicle possible. However, there is the possibility
that the act of flat towing, and/or the installation of a towing
product on a nonapproved vehicle can void the vehicle’s warranty, so it’s best to deal with a reputable aftermarket provider
— such as Remco — that can guide you accordingly.
We know that there will be some vehicles that are not
listed in this guide that can be towed with success, despite
the manufacturer’s claims to the contrary. How can that be?
Usually, it’s because the manufacturer has not officially verified that the vehicle in question is towable or because it does
not want to deal with any potential warranty claims that may
arise as a result of dinghy towing. But that does not necessarily mean that the vehicle can’t be safely dinghy towed.
When in doubt, it is probably best to stick with the vehicles
that are officially approved, and the list grows longer every
year. Happy shopping!
This guide addresses only 2009 vehicles. Guides
for earlier model years are available online at
www.motorhomemagazine.com.
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Honda CR-V

Ford Flex

Ford Escape

Chevy Traverse

CHEVROLET
The much celebrated Malibu was introduced in a hybrid
variation late last year, and is available for ’09 in limited
production. Powered by a 2.4-L Ecotec hybrid engine and
four-speed automatic hybrid transmission, it delivers 4 more
MPG city and highway than a similarly equipped nonhybrid
model, but also costs roughly $4,000 more.
Following in the footsteps of the GMC Acadia, Buick Enclave and Saturn Outlook, Chevy finally gets its own midsize
crossover SUV, the Traverse. All models are powered by an updated version of GM’s 3.6-L DOHC V-6, which now features
direct injection for an impressive 288 HP. A six-speed automatic transmission and StabiliTrak electronic stability control
are standard, and you may choose from either front-wheel-drive
or all-wheel-drive configurations, both of which are towable.
DODGE
Motorhome owners love practical, comfortable vehicles, and
Dodge’s new Journey fits the bill. The Journey is offered in
two different trim levels in front-wheel drive, and can seat up
to seven. With an available 3.5-L V-6 it should have plenty
of spunk, and the front-wheel-drive version is towable with a
dealer-installed auxiliary transmission fluid pump.
But the biggest news from Dodge is the all-new Ram
1500. In addition to aggressive new looks and improvements
to the available 5.7-L Hemi (with 390 HP and 407 LB-FT of
torque), the Ram is now available in a short bed Crew Cab
configuration, which can be outfitted with an optional RamBox cargo management system. RamBox provides lockable,
weatherproof, illuminated and drainable storage compartments integrated into the cargo box sides. A new chassis
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features a coil-spring, multilink rear suspension for improved
ride and handling. Four-wheel-drive models are towable with
either a manual or automatic transmission, too.
FORD
The Escape, Explorer and Ranger have long been dinghy
favorites, and now Ford adds the new Flex to this mix. Looking like a modern interpretation of a ’50s-era Woody (sans
the wood), the Flex’s 3.5-L V-6 engine and six-speed transmission make for reasonable pep and decent fuel economy
— especially for a vehicle that can seat up to seven. It’s available in two- or all-wheel drive, and both versions are towable.
A redesigned F-150 is also being launched this year,
with hopes it will compete in a tough full-size truck market.
Among the many highlights is a stronger frame, standard
AdvanceTrac with Roll Stability Control (RSC), trailer sway
control, and an available rearview camera assist. The familiar 4.6- and 5.4-L V-8 engines remain, but a new six-speed
automatic makes its debut this year. Three cab styles, four
box options and seven trim levels provide potential buyers
with up to 35 different configurations.
HONDA
Will wonders never cease? For the past three years, the CRV was the only vehicle in Honda’s lineup that the company
would officially acknowledge as towable, but this year that
changes with the introduction of the subcompact Fit. Towable with either a manual or automatic transmission, the Fit
is destined to become a favorite of motorhome enthusiasts.
It’s light, inexpensive, economical and surprisingly roomy,
thanks to a multiconfigurable interior. Standard features in-
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Dodge Journey

Saturn VUE 2 Mode Hybrid

Chevy Malibu

Honda Fit

clude air conditioning, an AM/FM/CD audio system with four
speakers, auxiliary audio input jack (for iPods and MP3 players), power windows, power mirrors and power door locks.
The Fit Sport adds alloy wheels, an underbody aero kit, rear
roofline spoiler, fog lights, keyless remote entry, cruise control and a security system.
HUMMER
The Hummer model line grows once again with the introduction of the H3T truck. Bigger than a midsize, but smaller than
a full-size, the H3T has the rugged military looks of its brethren
and the off-road capability to match. The standard engine is a
3.7-L inline five-cylinder, which can be matched to either a fivespeed manual or four-speed automatic; the 5.3-L V-8-powered
H3T Alpha comes with the automatic transmission only. The
H3T seats five, and can be personalized with an extensive array
of Hummer Genuine Accessories. You can even get front- and
rear-locking differentials with the available Off Road Adventure
package. The best news? All H3T models are dinghy towable.
NISSAN
Introduced late last year, Nissan’s economical Versa is a good
choice for fuel-conscious RVers. Available in a five-door hatchback or four-door sedan, the Versa starts at $12,990 and
comes standard with a 122-HP 1.8-L engine and six-speed
manual transmission — the only towable version. Best-in-class
total passenger volume and a long list of standard and optional equipment make the Versa a good value.
SATURN
To motorhome owners, the Saturn name has become almost
synonymous with dinghy towing — and this year, there is yet
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another model deemed dinghy towable: The VUE 2 Mode
Hybrid. Boasting an estimated 50 percent increase in fuel
economy over a comparably equipped XR V-6 model without
sacrificing performance or capability, this model is the first
front-wheel-drive compact SUV powered by GM’s two-mode
hybrid technology. This system utilizes twin 55-kW electric
motors that work in concert with the 2MT70 automatic transmission. Energy to power the motors comes from a 1.8-kWh,
300V nickel-metal hydride battery pack, consisting of 22
nickel metal hydride modules located behind the second-row
seat, below the cargo floor. The first mode is for low speeds,
and operates in one of three ways: all electric, all engine, or
a combination of both. Mode two is designed for highway
speeds, providing an electric power boost only under highdemand situations, such as climbing hills. Standard features
include ABS, stability control and six air bags.
SMART USA
Do you want to show the world that you are a minimalist
despite the fact that you travel in a 40-foot diesel-pusher?
The smart fortwo may be just what you’re looking for. In contrast to its apparent “back to basics” aspirations, the fortwo
is surprisingly well equipped with stability control, anti-lock
brakes and driver/front passenger air bags. A diminutive
1.0-L three-cylinder engine musters 71 HP, is connected to
an automated five-speed manual transmission and averages
33 city/41 highway MPG. The “smart” part is debatable, however: The base model costs $12,000, while the nicely
equipped passion model commands $13,990 for the coupe
and $16,990 for the cabriolet. That puts it into the same
range as larger, more powerful cars that get up to 35 MPG on
the highway. ◆
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MOTORHOME’S 2009 DINGHY TOWING GUIDE
PASSENGER CARS

MODEL

BASE CURB
WEIGHT

SPEED/DISTANCE
LIMITS

TOWABLE WITH
MANUAL TRANS.

TOWABLE WITH
AUTO TRANS.

MILEAGE
CITY/HWY.

APPROX. RETAIL
PRICE RANGE

CHEVROLET

Cobalt Coupe/Sedan
Malibu
Malibu Hybrid

2,991
3,415
3,502

65 MPH/None
65 MPH/None
65 MPH/None

Yes
NA
NA

Yes
Yes
Yes

25/37
22/30
26/34

$16,330-$24,095
$22,275-$27,550
$26,225-$27,545

CHRYSLER

Aspen 4 × 4 (1)
PT Cruiser
Town & Country

5,070
3,070
4,335

None
None
None

NA
Yes
NA

Yes
Yes (2)
Yes (2)

13/17
19/26
17/25

$35,030-$38,830
$17,920-$24,430
$26,500-$37,300

Yes
Yes
NA

No
No
Yes

24/35
20/29
18/28

$14,995-$16,180
$19,035-$27,010
$24,125-$29,425

Fit
2,500
65 MPH/None
Yes
Yes (1)
(1) May require procedure that includes running the engine for 3 minutes at the beginning of a trip and at least every 8 hours thereafter.

28/35

$14,550-$18,760

HYUNDAI

Accent
Elantra
Sonata

2,365
2,723
3,292

INFINITI

G37 Sport Coupe
G37 Sport Sedan

3,662
3,615

MAKE

(1) Only towable with the optional low-speed transfer case that has a NEUTRAL position.
(2) With dealer-installed auxiliary transmission fluid pump.

FORD/MERCURY

Focus
Fusion/Milan
Taurus (FWD/AWD)

2,588
3,181
3,741

None
70 MPH/None
None

HONDA

None
None
None
70 MPH/500 MI (1)
70 MPH/500 MI (1)

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

27/33
24/33
21/32

$11,745-$16,545
$14,120-$17,820
$18,795-$24,645

Yes
Yes

No
No

19/26
17/25

$32,000-$34,000
$33,000-$35,000

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No

22/32
27/33
23/30
20/25
19/24

$17,430-$21,575
$13,975-$15,920
$14,200-$18,345
$17,035-$22,380
$20,530-$23,880

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No

20/27
17/24
23/32
25/33
27/33

$28,510-$38,680
$36,870-$41,570
$19,900-$29,380
$16,730-$20,570
$12,990-$16,210

(1) Idle engine in NEUTRAL for several minutes every 500 miles.

KIA

NISSAN

Optima
Rio/Rio5
Spectra/Spectra5
Sportage 2WD
Sportage 4WD

3,157
2,365
2,701
3,230
3,411

350Z Coupe
350Z Roadster
Altima
Sentra
Versa

3,339
3,580
3,107
2,853
2,722

None
None
None
None
None
60 MPH/500 MI (1)
60 MPH/500 MI (1)
60 MPH/500 MI (1)
60 MPH/500 MI (1)
60 MPH/500 MI (1)

(1) Idle engine in NEUTRAL for several minutes every 500 miles.

PONTIAC

G5
G6 (all except convertible)
Torrent GXP
Vibe

2,991
3,305
3,813
2,700

65 MPH/None
65 MPH/None
65 MPH/None
None

Yes
No
NA
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

25/35
22/30
16/24
26/32

$17,650-$20,950
$21,160-$29,250
$30,115-$32,110
$16,735-$21,510

SATURN

Aura Hybrid
Aura XE/XR

3,529
3,529

65 MPH/Unlimited
65 MPH/Unlimited

NA
NA

Yes
Yes

26/34
22/33

$26,896
$23,100-$26,595

tC
xB
xD

2,905
3,020
2,625

None
None
None

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

20/27
22/28
27/33

$17,670
$16,420
$15,320

smart fortwo

1,800

None

NA

Yes

33/41

$11,990-$16,990

Impreza
Legacy
Outback

3,075
3,270
3,350

None
None
None

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

20/27
20/27
20/26

$17,495-$29,995
$20,795-$34,595
$22,495-$34,095

2,668
2,849

55 MPH/200 MI
55 MPH/200 MI

Yes
Yes

No
No

22/30
21/28

$15,739-$17,000
$15,939-$18,000

SCION

SMART USA
SUBARU

SUZUKI

SX4 Sport
SX4 Crossover (1)

(1) Console-mounted selector must be in the 2WD position.
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Longing for a shorter Class A diesel?
– See the new Meridian 34Y at your nearest Itasca dealer today. –

© 2008 Winnebago Industries, Inc.

Full-wall slide. King bed.Theatre Seating. Now you can have your cake and eat it too:
The new Meridian 34Y packs the punch of a larger Class A diesel into a compact 34-foot coach. And it’s
just one of 12 models and 36 floorplans you’ll ﬁnd in our 2009 line-up. From the luxurious 40-foot
Horizon to the smart, nimble Navion iQ, the right coach for you is as close as your nearest Itasca dealer.

Ellipse®

Horizon®

Suncruiser®

Spirit®

Impulse®

Featured
Above

Meridian®

Latitude®

Sunova®

Sunstar®

Cambria®

Navion®

Navion® iQ

Learn more at GoItasca.com or call 1-800-643-4892.
Itasca, Circle 129 on Reader Service Card
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PASSENGER CARS

MAKE

TOYOTA

MODEL

BASE CURB
WEIGHT

SPEED/DISTANCE
LIMITS

TOWABLE WITH
MANUAL TRANS.

TOWABLE WITH
AUTO TRANS.

MILEAGE
CITY/HWY.

APPROX. RETAIL
PRICE RANGE

Camry
Camry Solara
Corolla 1.8-L
Corolla 2.4-L
Matrix 1.8-L
Matrix 2.4-L
Yaris

3,285
3,175
2,767
2,877
2,865
3,140
2,293

None
None
None
None
None
None
None

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

21/31
21/31
27/35
22/30
26/32
21/28
29/36

$19,145-$21,815
$20,180-$22,450
$15,350-$16,420
$18,860-$20,050
$16,290-$18,360
$20,760-$21,950
$12,205-$13,925

TRUCKS/SUVS

MODEL

BASE CURB
WEIGHT

SPEED/DISTANCE
LIMITS

TOWABLE WITH
MANUAL TRANS.

TOWABLE WITH
AUTO TRANS.

MILEAGE
CITY/HWY.

APPROX. RETAIL
PRICE RANGE

Enclave 2WD CX/CXL
Enclave 4WD CX/CXL

4,780
4,985

65 MPH/None
65 MPH/None

NA
NA

Yes
Yes

17/24
16/22

$34,865-$37,175
$36,865-$39,175

Avalanche 1500 4WD
Colorado/Canyon 4WD
Equinox Sport 2WD
Equinox Sport AWD
HHR
Sierra 1500 4WD
Silverado 1500 4WD
Silverado 2500 4WD
Suburban/Yukon XL 1500 4WD
Suburban/Yukon XL 2500 4WD
Tahoe/Yukon 4WD
Trailblazer/Envoy 4WD
Traverse/Acadia

5,767
3,754
3,818
3,915
3,155
4,687
4,798
5,556
5,743
6,327
5,524
4,663
5,066

None
None
65 MPH/None
65 MPH/None
65 MPH/None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

NA
Yes
NA
NA
Yes
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

14/20
17/23
17/24
16/24
22/30
14/20
14/18
NR
14/20
NR
14/20
14/20
17/24

$38,960-$47,150
$18,555-$24,900
$30,140
$32,135
$19,380-$25,280
$21,185-$39,525
$22,970-$37,985
$29,570-$40,865
$41,790-$53,910
$43,190-$48,790
$39,490-$51,850
$28,900-$40,075
$28,990-$39,760

None
None
None
None
None
None
None

Yes
NA
NA
NA
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes (1)
Yes (1)
Yes (1)
Yes
Yes
Yes

15/19
13/19
17/25
19/25
13/18
NR
NR

$24,825-$29,995
$30,910-$45,340
$23,295-$31,510
$21,300-$27,960
$25,725-$44,935
$31,390-$44,945
$33,500-$56,915

4,078
3,669
3,299
3,421
4,628
4,719
4,971

TBD
75 MPH/None
70 MPH/None
75 MPH/None
None
None
55 MPH/None

NA
NA
Yes
NA
NA
NA
NA

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes (c)
Yes (c)
Yes (d)

17/24
34/31
22/28
19/25
13/19
14/19
14/18

$26,130-$31,790
$29,305-$32,225
$20,100-$24,580
$23,115-$24,580
$29,315
$30,625
$25,240-$32,365

6,976
4,468
3,341
4,615
TBD
5,080
6,990
4,033

None
TBD
75 MPH/None
None
55 MPH/None
None
None
TBD

No
NA
NA
NA
Yes (a,b)
NA
NA
NA

Yes (d)
Yes
Yes
Yes (c)
Yes (c)
Yes (c)
Yes (c)
Yes

NR
17/24
18/26
14/20
21/26
13/19
14/19
16/24

$36,255-$56,235
$28,295-$36,555
$23,035-$27,900
$28,035-$34,370
$16,170-$25,235
$28,510-$32,360
$29,820-$33,670
$27,575

MAKE

BUICK

CHEVROLET/
GMC

Note: Some weights may be higher, depending on model.
NR = No rating.

DODGE

Dakota 4WD
Durango 4WD
Grand Caravan
Journey FWD
Ram 1500 4WD
Ram 2500 4WD
Ram 3500 4WD

4,376
4,940
4,321
3,801
4,893
5,792
6,481

(1) With dealer-installed auxiliary transmission fluid pump.

NR = No rating.

FORD/
MERCURY

Edge (FWD/AWD)
Escape/Mariner Hybrid
Escape/Tribute I-4
Escape V-6
Explorer 4WD V-6
Explorer 4WD V-8
F-150 4WD
F-250/F-350/F-450
Super Duty 4WD
Flex (FWD/AWD)
Mariner
Mountaineer
Ranger
Sport Trac 4WD V-6
Sport Trac 4WD V-8
Taurus X (FWD/AWD)

Note: Actual weight may vary depending on brand, model, and equipment.
(a) Electronic Shift-on-the-Fly rotary control in 2-high position and transmission in NEUTRAL (with 4 × 4 only).
(b) Manual transmission in NEUTRAL (with 4 × 2 or 4 × 4).
(c) Only 4 × 4 with dealer-installed Neutral Tow Kit.
(d) Only with manual shift 4 × 4 vehicles, not Electronic Shift-on-the-Fly or 4 × 2 vehicles. Transfer case must be shifted to NEUTRAL.
NR = No rating.
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TigerTrak™

Tow Bars

While driving on a highway,
keeping your car or SUV in
the middle of the lane - even
after quickly switching lanes
- is virtually effortless. But
your motorhome is not built
with this easy-driving safetyenhancing feature. That’s
why you need TruCenter
steering control from Blue
Ox.

If you drive a front engine
Blue Ox makes a tow bar for
gas motorhome, you’ve exYOURSPECIkCNEEDSÏ
perienced it all too often - the
rear end wagging as the body Aventa LX
shifts from side to side. Tigerr LB#LASS)6RATING
Trak track bars from Blue Ox
r3ELF ALIGNING MOTORHOME
greatly reduce this tail wag.
mount
r#UTTINGEDGEBALL IN SOCKET
r3UPERIORSTABILIZINGTRACKBARS
design
allow unhindered up-and-down r/FF SETTRIPLELUGSTO
r#ONVENIENTPUSHBUTTON
better align towing forces
movement of springs while
activation keeping your moto- eliminating tail wag.
and prevent binding
rhome centered.
r%ASYADJUSTMENTALLOWING
the creation of a new center
position if winds change.

r&ITSMOSTMOTORHOMESWITH
front or rear track bars.

r3TAYINCONTROLINTHEEVENT
of a blowout with 270 pounds
of pressure keeping your
coach on course to stop
safely.

Check online at
www.blueox.com or call toll free
at 888-425-5382TOkNDYOURkT
today!

Blue Ox, Circle 119 on Reader Service Card

Aladdin
r LB#LASS)))RATING
r%ASYFOLD AWAYALUMINUM
tow bar mounts and stores
on back of RV
r3ELF ALIGNING WITH AXIS
swivel design
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MOTORHOME’S 2009 DINGHY TOWING GUIDE

Jeep Wrangler

Suzuki Grand Vitara

TRUCKS/SUVS
MILEAGE
CITY/HWY.

APPROX. RETAIL
PRICE RANGE

CR-V FWD/AWD
3,500
65 MPH/None
Yes
Yes (1)
(1) May require procedure that includes running the engine for 3 minutes at the beginning of a trip and at least every 8 hours thereafter.

20/27

$21,095-$28,795

HUMMER

MAKE

MODEL

BASE CURB
WEIGHT

SPEED/DISTANCE
LIMITS

TOWABLE WITH
MANUAL TRANS.

TOWABLE WITH
AUTO TRANS.

HONDA

H2
H2 SUT
H3
H3 Alpha
H3T
H3T Alpha

6,614
6,614
4,698
4,849
4,934
5,069

None
None
None
None
None
None

NA
NA
Yes
NA
Yes
NA

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

NR
NR
14/18
13/16
14/18
13/16

$59,395
$60,900
$32,345
$40,660
$36,015
$30,750

Santa Fe GLS 2WD
Tucson GLS 2WD

3,727
3,240

Legal/None
Legal/None

Yes
Yes

No
No

17/24
20/26

$21,495-$28,872
$18,070-$23,920

None
None
None
None

NA
NA
NA
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

13/18
14/19
15/21
15/19

$31,210-$35,625
$32,500-$36,565
$24,520-$27,625
$19,320-$30,195

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No

19/23
16/20
15/19
16/20
16/20

$17,460-$19,560
$20,360-$24,930
$23,060-$27,630
$22,060-$27,560
$24,110-$29,560

NR = No rating.

HYUNDAI

JEEP

Commander Sport U 4WD (1)
4,866
Grand Cherokee Laredo X 4WD (1) 4,640
Liberty Limited/Sport 4WD (2)
4,222
Wrangler 4WD
3,760

(1) With 4.7-L engine and NV245 transfer case (Quadra-Trac II/Quadra-Drive II option).
(2) With 3.7-L engine and standard Command-Trac or optional Selec-Trac transfer case.

NISSAN

Frontier 2WD I-4
Frontier 2WD V6
Frontier 4WD V6
Xterra 2WD
Xterra 4WD

3,675
4,139
4,307
4,150
4,360

60 MPH/500 MI (1)
60 MPH/500 MI (1)
60 MPH/500 MI (1)
60 MPH/500 MI (1)
60 MPH/500 MI (1)

(1) Idle engine in NEUTRAL for several minutes every 500 miles.

SATURN

VUE FWD
VUE AWD
VUE Hybrid
VUE 2 Mode Hybrid
Outlook FWD
Outlook AWD

3,825
4,325
3,789
4,265
4,700
4,905

65 MPH/Unlimited
65 MPH/Unlimited
65 MPH/Unlimited
TBD
65 MPH/Unlimited
65 MPH/Unlimited

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

19/26
16/23
25/32
TBD
17/24
16/23

$22,770-$26,095
$23,615-$28,095
$27,690
TBD
$30,115-$33,940
$32,115-$35,940

SUBARU

Forester 2.5X

3,250

None

Yes

No

20/26

$19,995-$29,995

Grand Vitara (1)
3,600
55 MPH/None
Yes
Yes
17/23
(1) Only Grand Vitara models equipped with 4WD and transfer switch are recommended for flat-towing. Automatic transmission models: flat tow with

$20,000-$24,000

SUZUKI

transfer case in NEUTRAL and transmission in PARK. Manual transmission models: flat-tow with transfer case in NEUTRAL and transmission in SECOND gear.
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by FRED PAUSCH

FORETRAVEL NIMBUS SE 40
Twenty-one new standard features should pique
the curiosity of buyers searching for a luxury coach

oretravel, an originator Cummins 500 HP ISM engine and Alliand innovator in customcoach building since
1967 under the guidance
of founder C.M. Fore, has
continued its significant presence in
high-end motorhome construction with
the latest version of the Nimbus SE
Caspian floorplan. Built on Foretravel’s
proprietary TravelRide air-ride semimonocoque chassis with improved
frame and suspension geometry — and
offered with an optional independent
front suspension ($10,450) and standard ABS air discs on all axles — this
motorhome creates the solid, comfortable ride discriminating owners often
seek. Power comes from the standard
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son six-speed 4000MH transmission
with automatic traction control and
retarder, making travel to any elevation
of the U.S. an effortless experience.
Outside, the 2009 Nimbus has a
new face that recesses all forward lighting, creating a clean, sleek look that
caught our eye from a distance and is
offered in a choice of four exterior fullbody paint schemes.
The Nimbus offers the ample cargo
storage expected in a motorhome of this
caliber and provides easy access to
compartments below the slides with
unique horizontal pantograph doors.
With an Occupant and Cargo Carrying
Capacity of 7,200 pounds, there’s
ample capability for handling heavy
packing, and the chassis is rated sufficiently to accommodate the standard
18,000-pound rated hitch receiver.
Maintenance access for checking
engine and coach systems is well
thought out from years of experience and
customer feedback. Both are placed
within safe and easy reach. The utility
bay with cleanup station protects all external coach connections along with
new-for-2009 standard electric dump

valves and gray-water bypass of the
single holding tank, allowing for directconnect sink and shower discharge.
Inside, the Caspian floorplan is a
four-slide design wrapped in beautiful
clear cherry wood cabinetry. Three other
woods and six fabric choices are available with Silestone solid-surface countertops throughout.
The semi-wraparound cockpit
places all gauges and controls in clear
view and easy reach of the driver seated in the comfortable air-ride leather
chair with six-way power adjustments.
Copilot amenities include a swivel chair
with six-way power, foot and head rests,
and his/her own A/C dash controls for
adjustable temperatures on the right
side. The 2009 model features a motorized backup camera with dash control
as well as MP3 audio connections.
The streetside pantry with forward
entertainment center — which includes
a 37-inch LCD TV or optional 42-inch
LCD TV ($680) — and dinette lounge
faces the curbside galley and sofa bed
in dual opposing, pneumatically sealed
slides, creating a spacious yet intimate
feeling. The living area is enhanced by
the addition of the Intellitec multiplex
February 2009 l
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S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
CHASSIS: FORETRAVEL

lighting control system with dimmers.
Additional accent lighting is also new
for 2009.
Chefs can remain a part of social
gatherings while preparing meals in the
roomy and well-equipped galley. A 12cubic-foot residential side-by-side
refrigerator, aided by the two-burner
cooktop and GE Advantium microwave,
makes mealtimes quick and convenient.
Pocket doors create versatile
privacy for the full-width, amidships
lavatory at both ends. The spacious bath
area sports a large corner shower with
sliding showerhead and skylight. The
sink and medicine cabinet share
the shower wall, creating an open dressing area with vanity for the bedroom.
A second sink and
medicine cabinet
are installed in the
streetside enclosed
toilet room.
The queen-size
bed and matching
nightstands are set
into the streetside
slide. The overhead
storage cabinets, as
well as the full width
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WHEELBASE: 247.5"

SEMIMONOCOQUE TRAVELRIDE

FRESHWATER CAP: 135 GAL

ENGINE: CUMMINS ISM 500 HP

BLACK-WATER &

FUEL: 150 GAL
GVWR: 46,800 LBS

GRAY-WATER CAP: COMBINED
SINGLE 145 GAL TANK

LENGTH: 40'

W/GRAY-WATER BYPASS

WIDTH: 8' 6"

LP-GAS CAP: 17 GAL

INTERIOR HEIGHT: 7'

MSRP: $576,000

HEIGHT WITH A/C: 12' 3"

FORETRAVEL MOTORCOACH, (800) 955-6226, WWW.FORETRAVEL.COM.
CIRCLE 212 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

of the rear wall, is devoted to wardrobe
space. A louvered storage cabinet is already plumbed for an optional
washer/dryer combo ($2,020). The
fourth slide contains a built-in dresser
with four large clothing drawers and
more storage cabinetry to house the rear
23-inch LCD TV.

Meticulously crafted cabinetry with
tight fit and beautiful finish is evident
throughout the coach and Foretravel’s
attention to detail is obvious. Using design cues that carry from exterior paint
to interior design, one prospective client
summed up her appraisal of the Nimbus
SE 40 — simple elegance. We agree. ◆
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from OUR READERS

▲

CUSHION CORRAL
My husband I were tired of the cushions in our
motorhome sliding off the dinette bench, so we
came up with a solution. Our coach’s cabinets are
oak, so we bought a piece of 1 × 6 oak and cut it
the length of the board that holds the table when
making the dinette into a bed. We rounded the edges
and finished it off with a coat of polyurethane. We
used three bolts with wing nuts so that the board can
be easily removed when we want to use the dinette
as a bed. Depending on the depth of your cushions,
be sure to keep the board below the top level of the
cushions because they will sink when you sit on them.
PATRICIA COLLINS l ORINDA, CALIFORNIA

▲

MAKING A STAND
After reading Ron Whiteside’s tip (“Ladder
Cubby”) in the August 2008 issue, I found
that the 12 inches of PVC 5-inch × 5-inch fence
post remaining after cutting the folding ladder was
the perfect size for use as a water-filter stand.
BOB MCLEAN l LIVINGSTON, TEXAS

FINDING A
LOOPHOLE
The loop on my awning pulldown strap kept closing up,
which made it difficult to get
the hook on the pull-down rod
to insert. I looked around my
workshop and found a cable
tie, connected it to the loop
and now it’s easy to insert the
rod end into my awning strap.
DON CONSTABLE
ROANOKE, VIRGINIA ◆
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Quick Tips, MotorHome’s
monthly column of useful,
handy and simple tips
by fellow RVers, is looking
for submissions. Please
send your favorite
do-it-yourself ideas to:
MotorHome Quick Tips,
2575 Vista Del Mar Drive,
Ventura, Calif., 93001.
Be sure to include any
photos, illustrations or
drawings, if necessary.
If your tip is selected
for publication, you’ll
receive $35.
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▲

WE WANT TO
HEAR FROM
YOU!
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Camp Club USA offers you quality campgrounds across America
at half the going rate. Over 1,000 beautiful campgrounds
located from Maine to California, Washington to Florida.
Check us out today at www.CampClubUSA.com and see
why there is no better value than Camp Club USA.

Only $ly $49.95

Regular

Join Camp Club USA today and you’ll get all these benefits:
• Save 50% on campsites across the US and Canada
• Access to over 1,000 top-quality campgrounds

• Monthly e-newsletter with the latest campground
information, helpful articles, and campground reviews

• Camp Club USA parks are all quality campgrounds rated
and inspected annually by Woodalls

TO JOIN

• FREE Campground Directory with maps, directions,
park amenities, and more

Click: www.CampClubUSA.com/MotorHome
Call 1-800-416-7813,
mention code 24K5

• 24/7 website access with daily campground updates,
turn-by-turn Trip Routing, member information and more

Camp Club USA is
recommended and
endorsed by:

Camp Club USA, Circle 127 on Reader Service Card
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COACH & CHASSIS

l by DAVE RIGGS

IMPROVING
WATER FLOW
Adjustable pressure regulators
can make a noticeable difference
How many times have you stepped into your
motorhome shower only to be disappointed by anemic water
flow? Typically, this scenario presents itself when hooking up
to campground water. Although most campgrounds have good
water pressure, the use of a regulator in front of the hookup
hose ensures that excessive pressure won’t damage the motorhome’s lines and fittings. And that’s the rub: The use of a
common pressure regulator — while reducing campground
water pressure to around 45 PSI —restricts flow too much.
Standard-type, inline regulators generally sell for $10 and
are available at almost all RV stores and campgrounds; they are
designed to reduce pressure from 40 to 50 PSI. Even though
they can restrict water flow, technically they work as designed —
at least for a while. There are other options, including the use of
a freer flowing, adjustable water regulator that allows the user to
dial in suitable pressure (although it’s usually preset to 45 PSI).
A quick visual inspection will tell you why the flow is re-
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POWERTRAIN

stricted in the standard regulator: The holes are tiny compared
to those in the adjustable version. To find out just how restricted these regulators are, we performed back-to-back tests.
For our first test, we hooked up the standard Valterra
regulator to the faucet — and attached a gauge that showed it
reduced pressure to 38 PSI (lower than its advertised 40-50 PSI
range). We then connected a 5⁄8-inch hose and timed how long it
took to fill a bucket with two gallons of water (we premeasured
and marked the bucket). After doing the math, the flow rate for
the standard regulator was 9.55 gallons per minute (GPM).
Then we performed the same test using a Valterra adjustable regulator, touted to be free flowing. It was set at 45 PSI,
and provided a flow rate of 11.39 GPM, or a 19.27 percent improvement in flow.
To find out how that relates to real-life use inside a coach,
we hooked up to the city water fill from the same outside water
faucet and performed the back-to-back tests, running water from
the kitchen faucet. With the standard regulator, the water flowed
at 1.78 GPM versus 1.99 GPM using the adjustable regulator. This
amounted to an 11.8 percent improvement in water flow.
The adjustable regulator is almost five times as costly as
the standard version, but it will probably last longer, and makes
a considerable difference in water flow, which relates to better
showers — something that was obvious under practical, underthe-showerhead tests. Adjustable regulators with dial gauges
are also available in most RV stores, including Camping World.
For more information, visit www.campingworld.com. ◆
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HOT LINE

by CHUCK CAMPBELL

Dometic Recall
Clarification
GIVEN THE RECENT BOUT OF
REFRIGERATOR RECALLS BY DOMETIC
AND NORCOLD, RV OWNERS ARE
EXPERIENCING CONFUSION IN DEALING
WITH THE RULES APPLICABLE TO
ABIDING BY A RECALL. ONE DOMETIC
OWNER CONTACTED HOT LINE WITH
THE FOLLOWING PROBLEM:
The Dometic RM2652 refrigerator in my
RV sprung a leak recently, and needed
to be repaired. This occurred after my
warranty had expired.
Dometic issued a recall on March
30, 2007, for refrigerators with cooling
units that had gone bad. The company
declared that it would replace the defective parts, and would also replace
two fuses and install a fire shield around
the cooling unit to guard against possible future fire damage.
I have paid $1,397 to replace
the cooling unit on my refrigerator, and
also had a shield added plus necessary
fuses. However, when I filed a claim
with Dometic to be compensated for
my expenses under its recall program,
my claim was rejected because they
said that my “post-certification repair
occurred later than March 1, 2007.”
Surely other owners who have
Dometic refrigerators of the same model
as mine that were listed in the company’s recall have had the same problems
as I have.
Any help that you can give me in
this matter would be appreciated.
MARVIN IVIE
SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA

Numerous complaints such as Ivie’s
have been received here at Hot Line
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“WHEN MAKING
A RESERVATION
AT A CAMPGROUND
OR RV PARK,
REMEMBER THAT
FAMILIARITY WITH THE
FACILITY’S POLICIES
WILL POTENTIALLY
SAVE YOU TIME
AND MONEY”
since Dometic’s recall has been issued.
Many motorhome owners have tried unsuccessfully to qualify, even though
their particular refrigerators were not
specified in the recall.
Though we were unsuccessful
in helping Ivie, we thought it might
be helpful for other owners of Dometic
refrigerators to read the company’s
response to him, plus its recall criteria.
Dometic wrote:
We are in receipt of your letter regarding Mr. Ivie and his questions regarding
the Dometic refrigerator recall program
and Dometic’s effective fix for the recall.
An owner of a vehicle with a
recalled refrigerator who incurred cost
before this recall to remedy this defect
is possibly entitled to reimbursement
providing they meet the specific criteria. Dometic will reimburse the dollar
amount paid for the remedy provided
the owner submits specific required
documentation. The owner must be able
to meet the specific date parameters
to qualify for reimbursement.
This customer has been denied in

his prenotification reimbursement attempt due to the repair occurring later
than the program parameters. The program went above and beyond what the
federal statutes require.
Also, the Dometic refrigerator recall
is to address a potential safety hazard.
A second burner housing, which is being
retrofitted to affected refrigerators, at
Dometic’s expense, resolves the safety
issue related to the potential defect.
Dometic developed and placed a
secondary burner housing kit into the
field to service centers throughout the
United States and Canada to protect
any RV and its occupants in the case an
affected refrigerator would exhibit signs
of the defect.
The secondary burner housing
created by Dometic and approved by
the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration has resolved the safety
issue with respect to any affected refrigerators. Dometic appreciates that our
consumers are having the secondary
burner housing installed. Due to this
being a safety recall, it is in the best
interest of all consumers affected by
the recall to get the secondary burner
housing kit installed.
Dometic is not replacing cooling
units under the recall program. If the
unit is within Dometic’s original manufacturer’s warranty, it is covered as part
of the warranty repair. However, if the
unit is beyond the standard warranty
and the customer has elected not to
purchase an extended warranty, or the
extended warranty has expired, then all
repairs for any failures would be the
obligation of the consumer.
We appreciate this opportunity to
address Mr. Ivie’s concerns and hope
all his future travels are trouble free. If
he has any further questions regarding
the Dometic recall, he can contact the
Recall Hot Line at (888) 446-5157.
ERRIK LEMLER
DOMETIC, LLC l ELKHART, INDIANA
CANCELLATION CONCERN
Frustrated in his attempt to obtain a
refund from an RV park for campground
reservation fees, a reader contacted
Hot Line for help. He wrote:
February 2009 l
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“We really like the automatic feature of our
Hybrid Quiet Diesel system where you just push the button
and don’t have to worry about it – it charges the batteries and
turns the air on. We went to a rally with no hookups and it was
no problem. Other people were running in and out, turning their
generator off and on. We said, ‘Hmmm, we don’t have to do that!’”
Schuyler and Nancy Eubank
“W
“We have a great deal off electronics in our coach,
iincluding
nc
a 2-way internet satellite dish, that are
vvery
e sensitive to the quality of the power supply.
W
e used to have problems when using the old
We
iinverter
nv
but with the new, Hybrid Quiet Diesel those
p
ro
problems
are now non-existent.”
G
a and Patti Stratford
Gary
“We went racing for two weeks recently
rece
and
saved 290 generator hours with the Hybrid Quiet
Diesel system – that’s almost $500 in fuel! We
really love it. All you’ve got to do is go camping
with it one weekend and you’ll love it too!”
Phil and Donna Simms

Cummins Onan
Hybrid Quiet Diesel
Performance you rely on.™

The people have spoken. Nothing provides seamless, hassle-free power management and fuel
efﬁciency like the revolutionary HQD electrical system. Only the HQD from Cummins Onan automatically
manages your generator, inverter and shoreline power for quality power that never wavers. Ask your dealer
about the incredibly easy-to-use HQD electrical system before you buy your next coach.
See the new Hybrid Quiet Diesel electrical system in action at CumminsOnan.com/HQD
Onan Corporation, Circle 139 on Reader Service Card
Cummins®, Onan®, the “C” logo, and Performance you rely on.™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of Cummins Inc. ©2008 Cummins Power Generation. All Rights Reserved.
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In April 2007, I made a $1,061.67 reservation deposit at Harbor Lakes RV Resort
in Port Charlotte, Florida. The reservation
was for a three-month stay from January 1,
2008, through April 1, 2008. On December 26, 2007, while en route to Florida, I
experienced mechanical problems. I had
the motorhome checked at a local repair

shop in Maryland and decided, due to the
vehicle’s repair issues, to abort the trip and
return home. Two days later I called Harbor Lakes, advised them of the problem
and requested a cancellation. I was asked
to put my request in writing, which I did.
Three months later I received a new
price list from the RV park for its 2008/

2009 season, with my reservation number
on it. I called Harbor Lakes and explained
that I was expecting a refund, not a reservation for the upcoming season. They said
that Harbor Lakes had a 45-day cancellation policy, which was never mentioned to
me and was not stated in the confirmation
letter I initially received. I was told again to
send a written request, along with documentation of the mechanical problems that
caused me to cancel the reservation in the
first place. I have not yet received a reply.
I would greatly appreciate Hot Line’s assistance in resolving this matter.
GARY SCHULZE
WARETOWN, NEW JERSEY

Aqua-Hot, Circle 140 on Reader Service Card

Though Schulze is correct in that the reservation confirmation letter he received from
Harbor Lakes RV Resort did not contain any
information about its cancellation policies,
the resort’s Web site does have a clarification under its “policies” heading that indicates that a cancellation occurring less
than 60 days prior to the reservation start
date would not be eligible for a refund.
When making a long-term reservation
at any campground, RV park or resort, it’s
best to remember that familiarity with
all of the facility’s policies — particularly
those regarding reservations, fees and
refunds — will potentially save you time
and money in the long run.
Although Harbor Lakes RV Resort
did not respond directly to Hot Line, it did
reach a satisfactory conclusion with
Schulze, who filled us in on the details:
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This is in reference to my letter to Hot Line
concerning the return of a reservation
deposit from Harbor Lakes RV Resort in
Florida. Harbor Lakes and I have reached
a satisfactory agreement resulting in the
return of approximately $750 of my initial
deposit. The difference, approximately
$300, was forfeited to Harbor Lakes as a
short-term reservation cancellation penalty. In view of the circumstances I agreed to
this as the most expeditious means of
settling the matter.
Thank you very much for your help in
resolving this issue.
G.S.
TOWING TROUBLES
Unhappy with a lack of response from a
February 2009 l
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to Mexico
TEscape
racksRVTours.com
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Best in

the West

Free catalog!

Call 800-351-6053, write us, or go to

www.tracksrvtours.com

Quality RV Tours® to Copper Canyon,
Yucatan, Baja, Alaska, western national
parks, Rose Parade, Great Lakes, Branson,
Oregon Trail, Mardi Gras, Old South, Atlantic
Canada, Gaspe, Calgary,
Pacific Northwest, Great
Northwest, South Africa,
and Australia/New
Zealand.
2811 Jackson Ave., El Paso, TX 79930

Est. 1975

I have a Blue Ox towing system installed on
a 2003 Saturn L-Series 300 sedan. Last
year, while on a caravan to the Grand
Canyon, I discovered my baseplate was
loose and had it tightened. I had to take
it in for tightening three times on the trip.
When I returned home, I called Blue Ox
and explained the problem. The company
sent me to a repair shop to have it tightened again, and the shop recommended
that it be tightened after each trip.
I think there’s a problem if I have
to keep checking this equipment after
each trip. Beyond the time and expense
involved, I think there’s a safety issue here
as well.
I have written to Blue Ox twice and
have not yet received a reply. I hope they
will respond to Hot Line. Thank you.
ROBERT WETHERBIE
ABERDEEN, NORTH CAROLINA
Hot Line passed on Wetherbie’s concerns
to Blue Ox. A company representative
responded as follows:
Thank you for forwarding us Mr. Wetherbie’s letter and providing us with an opportunity to respond. As always, Blue Ox is
committed to excellence with our product
line and to our customers. Unfortunately,
the original letter Mr. Wetherbie sent
was never received, nor do we show any
verification of receipt. Upon receipt of your
letter, we took immediate action and called
Mr. Wetherbie.
After reviewing his situation, it was
determined that the best solution would be
to replace his baseplate at no charge to
him, though he would assume responsibility for the installation. In addition, we gave
him a locking kit for any inconvenience this
situation may have caused him.
We appreciate him as a customer and,
during our last correspondence, he was
happily satisfied. We thank you for bringing this to our attention.
AMANDA HENSEL
BLUE OX CUSTOMER CARE
PENDER, NEBRASKA ◆
TO CONTRIBUTE TO HOT LINE, please
refer to Contact MotorHome, page 5.
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#1

COUNTRY COACH
CSI Parts & Service Center
’02, ’03, ’05 &’06
According to Country Coach Customer Survey

COUNTRY COACH
Come see the all new Veranda!

NEWELL COACH

HOLIDAY RAMBLER by Monaco

ROADTREK
America’s #1 Selling Class B Motorhome

NEW & PRE-OWNED
GAS & DIESEL
Visit our online showroom:
www.hollandmotorhomes.com

800-961-4464
San Diego, California 92111

38 Years & Going Strong
- RV Sales & Service

Holland Motorhomes, Circle 131 on Reader Service Card

Travel to Exciting Places
Drive the Alcan to America’s Last Frontier,
envision yourself on Nova Scotia’s miles
of coastal drives, celebrate Mardi Gras,
cross the border to sunny Mexico, form
friendships you’ll treasure the rest of your
days . . . all arrangements, including RV
parks, by Tracks RV Tours.

SMI Marketing, Circle 103 on Reader Service Card

Tracks To Adventure, Circle 102 on Reader Service Card

towing system company, a reader wrote Hot
Line hoping to solicit a reply. He explained:
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Battery
Maintenance
Last spring, I had my dealer install a
Xantrex 1800-watt inverter/charger and
three new deep-cycle, 12-volt house
batteries. I installed a switch on the converter/charger circuit so I could turn it
off when on inverter power.
Shortly thereafter my wife and I
took a two-week trip, and dry camped
every night. During travel, the gauge on
the inverter panel showed a constant
14.4 input voltage from the motorhome’s
alternator. I was amazed that the batter-

“I DON’T RECOMMEND
ROTATING TIRES ON A
MOTORHOME BECAUSE
OF THE COST AND THE
LOW ANNUAL MILES.
TIRES GENERALLY AGE
OUT AND NEED TO
BE REPLACED BEFORE
THEY WEAR OUT OR
NEED ROTATION”
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ies ran the refrigerator all night (on AC
power), our 32-inch TV for four to five
hours, our coffeemaker in the morning,
and all the miscellaneous lighting, LPgas leak detector, etc.
I stored the motorhome all summer
with the 12-volt house disconnect
switch in the OFF position, and left the
inverter/charger off. I ran the generator
two or three times, and turned on the
converter/charger during those times.
Then in the fall, we took a four-day
trip. The inverter gauge showed 14.4
volts as before when traveling, but the
batteries only lasted about three hours
running the refrigerator and the TV.
Is there something else I should
have done to maintain those batteries
during the summer? What should I do
about storing it in winter?
DAVID HYRE
SPENCERVILLE, INDIANA

I’m assuming you turned on the 12-volt
house disconnect switch when you
turned on the converter, David. If so,
you should have left the converter off,
and turned the inverter/charger on.
Converters don’t fully charge batteries and never will. They are designed
to be plugged in for long periods of time
in campgrounds and not boil the batteries. They max out around 13.5 volts,
which is nowhere near enough voltage
to fully charge batteries. As a result, the
batteries become sulfated and derated,
as you discovered, unless you drive the
motorhome periodically.
In contrast, your inverter more than
likely has a sophisticated three-stage
battery charger in it that will fully charge
your batteries and keep them from becoming sulfated prematurely. In fact,
once you had the inverter/charger installed, you no longer needed the
converter, and should either get rid of it,
or just not use it.
All large Xantrex inverters have a
bulk charging stage, an absorption
charging stage, and finally a float stage
that is suitable for long campground
stays. These inverter/chargers are all
you need to supply your 12-volt DC requirements, and keep your batteries
fully charged.

by WES CAUGHLAN

Now that you have to replace the
batteries, I would replace them with sixvolt golf cart batteries wired in series for
more capacity at a lower price. More important, they won’t prey on each other
like the parallel-wired 12-volt batteries.
SIDE-VENTED REFRIGERATOR
I have experienced problems with my
side-vented refrigerator. The first problem happened when the sensor that
turns the fan on went out. A tech suggested I hard wire a switch in until the
sensor could be replaced. I left it in as
a back-up.
The next problem was that the fan
itself went out. I went to an RV dealer and
found out it would cost more than $100
to order a replacement. One of the parts
department guys recommended that I go
to a computer store and buy a fan.
Those fans are 12-volt DC, and can
be purchased for less than $20. They
even bolt right in. I put a second fan
in horizontally at the bottom edge of
the top vent to suck the hot air out, and
then moved the original fan to the
center of the vent vertically to eject
the hot air.
I was told the sensor could easily
accommodate multiple fans. This
arrangement has worked well for me; I
hope it helps others.
IKE MEDINA l FLORENCE, ARIZONA

The fans induce a steady draft, Ike.
Such a draft is difficult to come by in
side-vented refrigerators. The parts guy
was correct. RadioShack (www.radio
shack.com) offers a number of 12-volt
DC cooling fans, and none of them cost
more than $20. The first one on the
company’s Web site is 4 3⁄4 inches
square, 1 1⁄2 inches thick, moves 85 CFM
of air, and costs only $19.99. There are
others that vary in size and capacity.
SILENT POWER SUCKERS
I’ve always wondered whether the inverter itself draws much current when
left on if there are no 120-volt AC appliances turned on. Rather than turn the
inverter on before each use of the
microwave or coffeemaker while dry
camping, I wonder if I can just leave it
February 2009 l
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on between uses and not drain the battery.
JOHN CORBOY
MOLOKAI, HAWAII

It depends on the inverter, John. Some
draw a small amount of “standby” current,
the more simple ones don’t. It’s a bit like
LP-gas refrigerators. They all draw a small
amount of 12-volt DC current when they
are running on LP-gas. Modern-day automatic circuitry is the culprit. The specifications on your inverter will answer your
question. They will give the standby current, if the inverter uses any.
AIR CONDITIONER LUBRICATION
Referring to “Stuck A/C Fans” in your
November 2008 column, WD-40 is not a
long-term lubricant. My experience with
WD-40 is that it works fine as a penetrating oil to free up a shaft, but after the shaft
has been freed up it must then be lubricated with oil.
If a shaft isn’t lubricated with oil after
using WD-40, it gums up and you’re no
better off than when you started. The best
solution, of course, is to disassemble the
motors and clean the shafts (quite often oil
will break down and leave a shellac-type
coating).
Then, lubricate the shaft and bearings
with good quality oil. Without cleaning the
shaft and relubricating with oil, the shaft
will soon seize again. Unfortunately, most
motorhome owners are not technically inclined enough to remove and disassemble
the motors.
ROY RITTER l ARCHER, FLORIDA

You are correct, Roy. Disassembling an air
conditioner motor for the purpose of cleaning and lubricating the shaft is not really a
do-it-yourself project for most motorhome
owners. I suspect that’s why the WD-40
quick fix was used. It only required removing the shroud.
Any rotating shaft needs good lubrication. A frozen shaft can be freed up with a
penetrating oil product such as WD-40.
After the shaft is cleaned and freed up, it
should be lubricated with 30W engine oil,
or the oil used in the motorhome engine.
FAST FILLING
I read the November 2008 Powertrain column item, “Filling Phaetons,” about filling
The Great Outdoors, Circle 111 on Reader Service Card
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a Tiffin Phaeton with diesel fuel. I have a
2008 40-foot Phaeton.
There’s no problem here. Simply open
the other side and leave it open while
filling at a high-volume diesel stop. It fills
right to the top in seconds.
ALAN CLARK
CHATHAM, ILLINOIS

Flexsteel RV Furniture

Laminate Flooring

Custom Built Computer Desks

RVTrader.com, Circle 105 on Reader Service Card

That is a fast vent to go with a fast fill, Alan.
It is probably not legal in most states, but
it is very effective, as you discovered.
Sometimes things like this are the quickest solution to a problem as long as it does
not adversely affect anyone.

Dave & LJ RV Interiors, Circle 126 on Reader Service Card
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ROOF MATERIAL
I might be buying a new Class C motorhome
soon, but I see that the manufacturers have
switched to rubber roofs. I presently have a
1983 Citation with an aluminum roof. It’s
maintenance free, never leaks and still looks
like new. I have read that rubber roofs need
maintenance, and can tear easily. Why
would the manufacturers switch from a
maintenance-free roof material to some-

ACCESS TO SOME OF THE LOWEST
RATES AVAILABLE — Let the lending experts
at the Good Sam Finance Center scour our
broad network of RV & boat lenders to find
you the best rates.
Visit www.GoodSamFinanceCenter.com/407
or call 1-800-444-1476 (Mention priority code 407)
to see how much we can save you!

NEW PURCHASES • REFINANCE • PRIVATE PARTY LOANS
RV’s • BOATS • NO MONEY DOWN OPTIONS • FAST & EASY APPROVAL • LOW FIXED RATES

REQUEST YOUR FREE CUSTOM RATE QUOTE TODAY!

Call 1-800-444-1476 or visit www.GoodSamFinanceCenter.com/407
(Mention priority code 407)
Subject to loan program guidelines and credit approval.
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thing that requires maintenance?
RICHARD BARAUSKAS
CALGARY, ALBERTA

Lifeline Inc., Circle 110 on Reader Service Card

The answer is more than likely cost,
Richard. The manufacturer doesn’t have to
pay for the maintenance. However, not all
roofs on new Class C’s are rubber roofs.
There are a number of quality coaches with
fiberglass roofs, which are as maintenance
free as a metal roof. Go shopping locally,
and on the Internet. You may even find
another aluminum roof.
REFRIGERATOR FAILURE
Recently my six-year-old, gas/electric
refrigerator stopped working. The diagnosis by a local RV dealer was that the
cooling unit ruptured. I’ve called various
RV repair shops, and am not sure whether
to replace the refrigerator or have the
cooling unit repaired. I’d appreciate
your suggestion as to which direction I
should follow.
ROGER RAIHALA
GRAND JUNCTION, COLORADO

Dometic Corporation has voluntarily extended the two-door refrigerator recall started in August 2006 by recalling additional
refrigerators as part of a continual commitment to maintaining a high level of satisfaction and excellence now and in the future.

Previous Recall Announcement
This recall affects Dometic two-door refrigerators manufactured between April 1997 and May 2003.

Current Recall Announcement
This recall affects Dometic two-door refrigerators manufactured between June 2003 and September 2006.
The well-being of Dometic customers is of highest concern. A serious problem resulting in a fire may occur in an exceptionally small
fraction of Dometic two-door refrigerators, but to address that potential risk, please contact us immediately for more information.
RECALL O6E-076, 08E-032

www.Dometic.com/Recall
Recall Hotline: 1-888-446-5157
66
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It depends on the condition of the refrigerator box and door, Roger. A rebuilt cooling
unit will cost less than half what a new refrigerator will cost, but there is an installation cost, which you need to consider. Also,
depending on your refrigerator model, a
completely new one may have modern electronic features.
If the door isn’t warped and the box still
looks nice, and you are satisfied with the
controls, I would suggest having a rebuilt
cooling unit installed. There are a number
of companies on the Internet that sell them
for your or your technician’s installation.
Do a search on the Internet for rebuilt
RV refrigerator cooling units. Otherwise,
bite the bullet, and buy a new refrigerator
with all the modern-day bells and whistles.
CHASSIS MAINTENANCE
I have questions about my new motorhome
that was built on a Freightliner chassis.
First, what is the proper tire-rotation
pattern for the tires? How often should it
be done?
Second, Freightliner lists generalpurpose grease for the front axle, but lithium 12-hydroxy stearate grease for the
U-joints and slip joint. Can I substitute the
more expensive lithium grease for the
general-purpose grease on the front axle?
Third, Freightliner also wants the rear
axle oil changed initially at 6,000 miles,
and annually after that. I only put about
7,000 miles per year on my motorhome. Is
this annual requirement necessary after the
break-in oil change?
BRUCE TORSNEY
SAN ANTONIO, FLORIDA

Those are all good questions, Bruce, and are
all chassis specific. I think your Freightliner
owner’s manual recommends a tire-rotation
pattern. I don’t recommend rotating tires on
a motorhome, because of the cost and the
low annual mileage on most of them. Tires
generally age out and need to be replaced
before they wear out or need rotation.
With respect to your grease and oilchange interval questions, contact Freightliner directly. Your chassis manufacturer is
the best source of answers for lubrication
questions. ◆
TO CONTRIBUTE TO COACH & CHASSIS,
please refer to Contact MotorHome, page 5.
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If you stop and take a
break, will your RV
insurance do the same?

59LQJ LV DOO DERXW UHOD[LQJ DQG HQMR\LQJ OLIH %XW LI \RX¶UH
FRYHUHGZLWKVWDQGDUGDXWRLQVXUDQFHGRQ¶WUHOD[MXVW\HW:LWKRXWD
VSHFLDOW\59SROLF\\RXDUHQRWSURWHFWHGDJDLQVWPDQ\RIWKHULVNV
RXW WKHUH RQ WKH URDG /LNH FDPSVLWH OLDELOLW\ IRU H[DPSOH ,I DQ\RQHJHWVLQMXUHGLQ\RXU59RURQ\RXUFDPSVLWHZKLOHLW¶VSDUNHG
D VWDQGDUG DXWR SROLF\ ZRQ¶W  FRYHU WKH GDPDJHV$QG WKRVH SHUVRQDOLWHPVLQVLGHWKH59OLNHHOHFWURQLFVFRPSXWHUVDQGMHZHOU\"
,IWKH\¶UHVWROHQVWDQGDUGDXWRSROLFLHVZRQ¶WUHSODFHWKHP

$V WKH RULJLQDO FUHDWRUV RI VSHFLDOW\ 59 LQVXUDQFH $RQ
5HFUHDWLRQRIIHUV59HUVSURWHFWLRQWKDWVWDQGDUGDXWRSROLFLHVGRQ¶W
/LNHH[SDQGHGSHUVRQDOFRQWHQWVFRYHUDJHWRWDOORVVUHSODFHPHQW
SXUFKDVH SULFH FRYHUDJH XQOLPLWHG WRZLQJ 0H[LFR SK\VLFDO GDPDJHGLVDSSHDULQJGHGXFWLEOHVIXOOWLPHUVHQGRUVHPHQWVDQGPRVW
RIDOOWKHFRPIRUWRINQRZLQJWKDWQRPDWWHUZKHUH\RXU59OLIHVW\OH
OHDGV$RQ5HFUHDWLRQLVULJKWWKHUHZLWK\RX

FIND OUT WHAT OTHER RV POLICIES ARE MISSING.
CALL TODAY FOR A NO OBLIGATION QUOTE.

When you take fun seriously.
800-589-5962 Aonrecreation.com
&RYHUDJHVPD\YDU\E\VWDWHDQGFRPSDQ\&RYHUDJHVDUHFRQWUROOHGE\WKHSROLFLHVLVVXHGDQGDUHQRWPRGL¿HGH[WHQGHGRU
revised by the descriptions contained herein. Aon Recreation Insurance is a division of Aon Private Risk Management Insurance
$JHQF\,QF LQ&DOLIRUQLD$RQ3ULYDWH5LVN0DQDJHPHQWRI&DOLIRUQLD,QVXUDQFH$JHQF\,QF&$,QVXUDQFH/LF%
AON, circle 138 on Reader Service Card
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Parasitic Draws
I’m interested in your reply to “Battery
Killer Too” (November 2008) regarding
parasitic draws, as it might apply to my
2004 Winnebago Journey, powered by a
Caterpillar C7, with 330 HP and a sixspeed Allison 3000MH transmission. Although I have a house-battery disconnect switch there is no disconnect switch
for the engine (chassis) batteries.
I thought about adding a starterbattery disconnect switch, but was told
by a Caterpillar employee that removal
of power from the engine computer
might eventually allow the engine control module lithium battery to discharge.
Will multiple deep discharges eventually cause the battery to fail? What about
the ultimate lifespan of this battery?
STEPHEN GRIFFIN
BROOKSVILLE, FLORIDA

Caterpillar maintains a toll-free motorhome help line at (800) 777-3126. A
phone call to this line confirmed that
the life of the lithium battery will not be
shortened or affected by disconnecting
engine-starting batteries. Therefore, feel
free to do so. The typical life of the lithium cell is about 10 years, according to
Caterpillar engineers.
OIL EATER
My 2003 Class A on a Ford chassis with
a V-10 engine has a problem with high
oil consumption. My Ford dealer checked
the engine and found oil in the plenum.
They changed the valve cover and replaced the PCV valve and added an oil
dye to see if the problem would return. It
did. I’m using about one quart per 1,000
miles. Do I have a lemon engine?
RON MOYA SR.
LA VERNE, CALIFORNIA

Motorhome engines work harder than car
engines and as a result they tend to use
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more oil. However, 1,000 miles per quart
is on the high end and these engines
don’t have a reputation as oil guzzlers.
Has your oil consumption increased over
time? Is there any external leakage or
smoke or a scent of oil in the exhaust?
Oil in the plenum is typically a sign
of a faulty PCV system, or excessive blowby past the piston rings. I’d have another shop carefully check the PCV system,
and check for blowby. If no PCV problem is found, have a cylinder leakdown
test done to determine the condition of
the pistons, cylinders, rings and valves.
LOW GAS MILEAGE
I have a 2008 Winnebago 29-foot Outlook that only gets 5–6 MPG. I’ve had Ford
look at it and they say it’s OK. Everybody
else says it’s ridiculous. What can I do?
CAROLE IBARRA
LA HABRA, CALIFORNIA

Fuel mileage varies considerably, depending on how and where a vehicle is
driven, how it’s loaded and if it’s towing
anything. If you are driving in the moun-

“MOTORHOME ENGINES
WORK HARDER THAN
CAR ENGINES, AND
USE MORE OIL.
BUT, IF OIL
CONSUMPTION
INCREASES OVER TIME,
CHECK FOR BLOWBY
PAST THE PISTON
RINGS OR A FAULTY
PCV SYSTEM”

by KEN FREUND

tains, fully loaded at 65 MPH with gear
and passengers and water, towing a
dinghy vehicle in a stiff headwind, 5–6
MPG is not bad for this motorhome. If you
are driving slowly and steadily on fairly
flat roads in good conditions you may see
7–8 MPG, but usually not much more.
Oxygenated fuels also reduce mileage.
You didn’t mention what Ford did
to check the coach out, but my guess is
that they looked for trouble codes, found
none and declared it OK. If the engine
runs and pulls well and the transmission
seems to shift properly, and you’re driving economically, you might take it to a
shop that specializes in diagnosis of
computers and drivability problems.
Have the technicians check fuel trim
values and run an exhaust gas analysis
to see how the engine is using its fuel.
SHIFT GUIDELINES
I have a 2002 36-foot Bounder with an
8.1-L engine and I tow a Saturn car. I
know I should shift down to a lower gear
and keep the RPM up when going up hills,
but when should I do it? At what point
should I make the shift, or should I just
let the automatic transmission do its job?
It seems like if I wait for the transmission I’m already too slow to catch the
next gear at the right place and sometimes it will go down two gears. I do go
out of overdrive, but don’t know when to
shift down to a lower gear in anticipation
of the upcoming grade. What RPM should
I maintain under full load going up hills?
JIM HARTWELL
ANDOVER, MINNESOTA

Your 8.1-L Vortec V-8 engine is rated 340
HP at 4,200 RPM and 455 LB-FT of torque
at 3,200 RPM. You will get the best combination of pull and mileage climbing a
grade at peak torque, which is the point
where the engine does its full-load work
most efficiently. Going to a higher RPM
will let you go faster but use more fuel.
If you find that you can anticipate a
downshift and thus prevent an additional downshift, go for it. Also, it’s good to
downshift to prevent overheated brakes
on long downgrades. Otherwise the
transmission does a pretty good job of
shifting on its own in most conditions.
February 2009 l
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Tow
Car Shield
Limited Lifetime Warranty
Free Repair or Replacement

Window Covers
No Ladder Required

INNER DUALLY

NO EXTENSIONS
NO LEAKS
EASY TO AIR UP
FOR DUALLY
PICK-UP & MOTORHOMES
REPLACEMENT VALVE STEMS
OUR STEMS CARRY A WARRANTEE, EXTENSIONS DO NOT

BRASS

110 00

$

OUTER
DUALLY

+ $800 SH

VALVE STEN / STABILIZER

duallyvalve.com

800-300-2674

Coach Mask

Highest Quality Largest Selection

5 Year Warranty

Coastline Cover Company
800-216-1664 / www.coastlinecover.com

Honda Generators

Super Sale

In Stock and
Ready to Ship
Honda Generator
Model #EU-2000i
$

879

Free Shipping
Model #EU-1000 $649

Remote starter
available with this
generator $239
Honda Generator
Model #EU-3000is
$

1,679

Free Shipping

Full line of Honda Generators in Stock
• Now Available NEW #EU-6500is
Visit Us ONLINE NOW at
www.speedwaysales.com/honda

16600 W. Cleveland Ave., New Berlin, WI 53151

1-888-617-7333
70

Portable RV High Speed
Internet & Phone Packages
HughesNet Satellite Dish & Tripod
HughesNet Broadband Modem
High Quality Wireless Internet Router
Telephone VoIP Modem (optional)

Complete Systems Including
Set Up Training Start As Low As

Your ad in RV
Marketplace as
little as $825.

$

895

Visit Us On The Web

hptrvnet.com
Or Call Us Toll Free

866-926-1475
Authorized Reseller

Our 3" size is just
$825/issue for black
& white based on a
12-issue schedule.
If you like the 41⁄2"
size, the B/W price
is $1140/issue on
an annual schedule.
Both sizes are
available in B/W,
2 color or 4 color.
Call the Adv. Dept.
at 1-800-765-1912,
ext. 391, 392 or 385
MH2008-09
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For information on Mail-Order Advertising rates: The RV Marketplace, P.O. Box
8510, Ventura, CA 93002, or call (800) 667-4100 ext 391, 392, or 385

Q: When does 1= 994%?
Styles to fit most
12V fixtures

Increased
efficiency
nearly
1000%

See us
at Quartzsite,
Booth 455

Runs cool • 80,000 hours
of continuous indoor use!

A: When you step up to
Xtreme retro-fit LEDs
JIRAH COMPANY 909-297-1926

www.jclampstand.com
sales@jclampstand.com

TandemTow Dolly
®

Now you can take your Car
AND your toys with you!
Tracks available to fit golf Carts,
motorcycles or ATVs. Custom
layouts and a range of colors
are available.

The Tandem Tow
HDXL can carry 2
full size motorcycles or ATVs.
You can take
your fun
machines easily
and safely behind
your motorhome.

Patent
Pending

HD model
shown can carry
a Golf Cart or a
Motorcycle and a
Mid-sized Car.
Call toll-free 1-866-223-1016

www.TandemTow.net
MOTORHOME l February 2009

POWERTRAIN

SINGLE REAR WHEELS
There was an interesting article in the November 2008 issue about the Gulf Stream
Crescendo 324. I have a 2007 Fleetwood
Bounder on a 2006 Ford chassis and my
gas mileage is not the greatest. Is there an
aftermarket axle, or whatever it would take,
that would adapt to my Bounder that would
be like the Crescendo? If so, then do you
think it would be worth the expense?
L. GRANT SCOTT
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO

With enough time and money you can make
almost anything work, but in this case it’s not
worth it. The Crescendo is on a Freightliner
chassis and you would have problems with
mounting, driveshaft compatibility, differentsized wheels and tires, adapting brakes and
ABS, etc. The costs would far outweigh any
small advantage it might yield. You’d be better off installing a good set of aftermarket
headers and exhaust and driving slower.
STICKING AIR BRAKES
I have a 2002 Monaco Diplomat that has an
air brake problem — the rear driver’s side will
not release after being set for an extended
period (a month or longer). I think the problem is caused when I have driven in moisture
and then set up for extended periods and put
my wheel/tire protectors on. I don’t drive in
conditions with a lot of road salt, but I do winter on the Gulf in Texas, where the salt air is
very corrosive. Are there any preventative
measures that I can take to keep the brakes
working? A tow truck tech told me to move
the coach weekly to prevent the seizing.
ROBERT WILLIAMS
EATON RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

That’s a tough one. I’m sure the problem is
caused by rust forming in the brakes, but
you can’t spray anything on the bare metal
surfaces because it will get on the brake
linings. Moving the coach weekly is a good
idea. If you store it for much longer, you
might consider chocking the wheels
securely and then backing off the brakes
manually. It requires crawling underneath,
but it could save you money on service calls.
COOLANT LOSS
I have a 2003 Fleetwood Flair with a Ford
V-10 engine. It uses about one quart of
coolant every 100 miles but there are no
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dealers&destinationsfebruary2009
ARIZONA

FLORIDA

INDIANA

BASK IN SUNNY FROSTPROOF,
FLORIDA WHILE THE FOLKS
BACK HOME
❂ RV lots or resort homes for sale or rent
❂ Resort home & lot packages from the $80s
upon availability
❂
development RV porte lots and new
manufactured home lots from the $50s
❂
model & lot home packages available

INTERNATIONAL

RV WORLD
us
Call ou pay
y
e
r
h!
befooo muc
t

Located in Elkhart, Indiana.

ee’s r!
r
T
e
l
le
b
Dou wn Dea
them
eTo
Buy they’re
m
o
e
r
H
whe built!

Featuring:

NOW

OPEN

• Mobile Suites, Elite Suites,
Select Suites
• Grand Junction
• Cedar Creek
• Cardinal
• Work and Play (Toy Haulers)
• Phoenix Cruiser B+
• Berkshire Class A
• Georgetown Class A

800-697-7649
www.internationalrvworld.com

RV R e s ort & M a r i n a
on P er di d o K e y, F L

877-402-7873

www.PerdidoCove.com

MONTANA

New! 2008 NEWMAR
KOUNTRY STAR 3910
Save
$88k!

MSRP:$245,040

SALE: $159,995*
in Montana!
No Sales TaOx W
!
Call N

G
SAVE BIG

*Subject to Unit
Availablity
Call for pricing
on 2009 Models!

www.BretzRV.com
B
Missoula
Montana

CALL TODAY!
1-866-427-2344

Be sure to visit
MOTORHOME’S Web site:
www.motorhomemagazine.com
72
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MONTANA

OKLAHOMA

New! 2008 NEWMAR
KOUNTRY STAR 3916
Save
$86k!

WE WON’T BE

UNDERSOLD
On Any Fifth Wheel,
Travel Trailer or Pop Up!

MSRP:$251,538

SALE: $164,995*

in Montana!
No Sales TaOx W
!
Call N

G
SAVE BIG

*Subject to Unit
Availablity
Call for pricing
on 2009 Models!

www.BretzRV.com

Missoula
Montana

CALL TODAY!
1-866-427-2344

Build Your Dream RV on:

www.leesrv.com

Nobody Beats Our Price-Period!
Oklahoma City
I-44(Kilpatrick
Turnpike)
OKLAHOMA
CITY& I-235
North of I-35 & I-40 Interchange

1-888-933-9300
TEXAS

NEW MEXICO
IDEA
L
CAM FOR
PING

Connect with
340 days of sun,
an affordable
lifestyle, lots
of volunteer
opportunities,
and a vibrant RV
community in
Deming, New Mexico.
More people than
ever are hooking up
in Deming!

HAVE A NICE STAY!
www.DemingChamber.com
1-800-848-4955

MOTORHOME l February 2009

BUYING OR SELLING
AN RV IS SO SIMPLE
www.RVSearch.com
or 1-800-746-7478

signs of water in the oil, or external leaks.
Where could this be going?
MICK GLUCK
ROWLAND HEIGHTS, CALIFORNIA

It may be leaking onto hot parts and evaporating (likely) or going out the exhaust
because of a head gasket leak (less likely).
Some of these chassis had faulty hose
clamps that cause leaks and you probably
have the original hoses, which should be
replaced. Have a pressure test done and if
no external leaks are found, ask them to do
a test for exhaust gases in the coolant when
it is warm. Sometimes (rarely) coolant can
leak into a combustion chamber without
also showing up in the oil.
TIRE VALVE TROUBLE
Last spring I had new tires installed on my
2002 Itasca Horizon at Camping World.
Since then I’ve had repeated instances of
leaking tire valves. Each time I check the tire
pressure with a gauge one of the valves leaks.
On a trip to Alaska I had the valves replaced
eight times, and I’ve replaced them more
than a dozen times myself. I saw something
about using sand to balance tires. Could this
problem be caused by sand in the tires?
JERRY MCDANIEL
BENICIA, CALIFORNIA

If sand was in the tires, it could cause the
valves to stick partly open. Initially, I told
McDaniel that Camping World doesn’t use
sand to balance tires and that if they found
sand in the tires I am sure they would have
removed any traces on the rims before installing new tires. I also recommended that
the tire shop use heavy-duty truck valves
rather than automotive types.
McDaniel followed up with this reply:
“I went to Camping World and complained
about the problem. They had sent the tires
out to a local tire dealer. The dealer used a
sand-like substance to balance the tires and
forgot to replace the air valves with a new
type that has a sand filter. I took my RV back
to the tire dealer and they replaced the
valves and put a yellow plastic ring on the
valve stem to indicate the new type of
valve. Hopefully now the problem is solved.
It certainly caused me a lot of grief.” ◆
TO CONTRIBUTE TO POWERTRAIN, please
refer to Contact MotorHome on page 5.
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10

TH

AN N I V E R S AR Y

It’ll Be a Kick On Route 66

Rally Pricing*
$349 (electric hookup); $169 (dry
• Entertainment Headliner: NEIL SEDAKA!
camping). Includes 2 adults.
• Exciting Attempt to Break the World Record for Early Bird Nights (April 15 & 16)
“Most People Wearing Balloon Hats!”
$35/night (electric hookup); $15/night
• First Annual GO Green Ideas Contest!”
(dry camping). Includes 2 adults.
• Rio Grande Community Farm Volunteer Day –
Passport
Annual RV Event to Give Back to the Rally’s Host $75/person (all activities included April
Community
16-20; no onsite RV parking)

Expo New Mexico, Albuquerque — April 17-20, 2009
Plan to RV west in April 2009 and get your
kicks at the tenth anniversary of the Greatest
RV Rally in the World!
Take the highway that is best to Albuquerque–
an enchanting land rooted in centuries of
history and rich in southwest style and highdesert beauty.
Rally Hosts:

877-749-7122

www.TheRally.com

*Until 2/23/09

The Rally, Circle 114 on Reader Service Card
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ACCESSORIES

HOMES FOR SALE

CONVERTERS • INVERTERS
Electrical Supplies • Electronics • GPS Navigation
Back-up Monitors • Tire Pressure Monitors • And more!
www.bestconverter.com or Toll Free 888-828-1893

LEAKY ROOF? LIQUID ROOF® GOES ON LIKE
PAINT — cures to a sealed rubber membrane.
UV & Ozone resistant — good to 300˚ F. 800467-7135 www.AdvancedRubberCoatings.com

BRAKE SYSTEMS
#1 ORIGINAL TOADSTOP QI “SHOW ME THE STOP!”
ProPort Control makes dynamically controlled stops.
Braking while you drive the Toad proves performance!
No other system can do it! “It’s all about your Safety”
800-478-7883 or www.toadstop.com

LOTS FOR SALE
EAST CENTRAL FLORIDA—MINUTES AWAY
from Kennedy Space Center and Orlando!
Located in top-rated RV community. Site-built
homes with golf course, lake or nature views.
Attached RV ports w/water, sewer, 50 amp,
cable TV. New homes and resales available.
Free Video tour. TGO Realty, Inc.
(800) 621-2267, www.tgoresort.com
SILVER PALMS RV VILLAGE, near Lake Okeechobee
Sunny South-Central Florida • Planned activities
• Fitness center • Members-only lounge • Gated entry
Deeded Oversized Sites; Premier Lakefront &
Preserve sites available. Now under construction–
Special Pre-Opening pricing available. Visit
www.silverpalmsrv.com or call 863-467-5800.

CAMPGROUND MEMBERSHIPS
FOR SALE
CAMPGROUND MEMBERSHIP OUTLET
Find almost any membership on the market
for the lowest prices anywhere!
1-800-272-0401 www.membershipresale.com

DIESEL FUEL
NO LONG LINES, EASY ACCESS, CLEAN,
well lit with 1400 locations countrywide.
Open 24/7 for your convenience. Call for FREE
MEMBERSHIP to our select group of Frequent
Fuelers! Pioneer Fuel, an independent franchisee of Pacific Pride Commercial Fueling
1-800-959-3835 • www.pacificpride.us

RETAMA VILLAGE COME JOIN US! At our
exclusive 55+ active adult community in the
fabulous Rio Grande Valley of South Texas.
Large RV Lots, Casita w/RV Port and single
family homes. Clubhouse, library, pools, fitness
center, billiards, hiking, biking, and birding.
Bentsenpalm.com 956.381.1500

HELP WANTED
SCHOOL CAMPER HOSTS NEEDED.
Mat-Su, Alaska, 40 mi N of Anchorage. 32
sites from urban to rural. 5/28/09 to 8/15/09.
Contact Bill at 907-373-2287, or email
bill.cheeseman@matsuk12.us

TRADE SHOW HOSTS
Americraft is seeking individuals or teams to
demonstrate kitchen related items at weekend
Trade Shows & Expos. Must have utility van or
vehicle to pull small trailer. Flexible schedule.
Complete training. Above average income.
Call 352-483-0052 or apply online at:
www.cookingshowhost.com

ESTABLISHED RV CARAVAN COMPANY seeks
retired couples with top-level communications
and management skills to explore new horizons
in RVing as contract wagon masters. Info
www.tracksrvtours.com or 800-351-6053.

1000’S OF GREAT JOBS IN GREAT PLACES!
Enjoy the freedom and adventure of the
Workamper lifestyle. For FREE BROCHURE
& subscription info. 800-446-5627
www.workamper.com

MOTORHOME l February 2009

LOTS FOR RENT
FLORIDA EAST COAST WEST PALM BEACH
RV park. Beaut landscaped lot, private, spacious.
2 htd pools, sauna, tennis. Min to beach. 35x65
concrete pad, 50 amp, cable TV, WiFi avail.
$70/day, $1,650 1 mo., $4,710 3 mo.
(617) 921-5599.

CYPRESS WOODS RESORT — SW FLORIDA
Premier waterfront lot on cul-de-sac. Tropical
landscaping. See at www.bradsrvlot.com or call
(239) 495-0538.

MAIL/MESSAGE SERVICES
AMERICAS-MAILBOX FORWARDING IN SD
LOW Rates/NO State Income Tax/Save $$$
NO Wheel Tax/NO Safety Inspect / 866-747-3700
www.Americas-Mailbox.com/MH Call us first!

MOTORHOME PARTS
WWW.WINNEBAGOPARTS.COM OR 800-933-7742
Parts for all Winnebago/Itasca products
plus LeSharo/Phasar, Rialta & Eurovan.
Personal service at fair prices for our
customers worldwide. If outside US, call
641-896-2222. Hours: 8-5 Central M-F
EXQUISITE MTN HOME WEARS VALLEY TN.
36’x45’ 4-car + RV gar w/full hkup. 3000 SF
w/3BR, 3BA. Loc mins from Gr Smoky Natl Pk.
$459,900. (865) 429-8296.
See www.homesbyowner.com/53204

CERES GLEANN, A PLANNED 55+ COMMUNITY.
This Active Adult Community offers a lifestyle
that is like no other located on the edge of
Dallas, Oregon, just 12 mi from Salem. Visit us
at ceresgleann.com, or model tours & sales by
appt, closed Sat & Mon. 866-831-1056

OWN LAND & HOME AT SUNRISE BLUFFS
Gated 55+ Subdivision in NM with best 4
season climate in the SW, affordable living.
Custom homes from 1300-2400 sf. Ask about
either RV ports or RV storage area. Vist us at
www.sunrisebluffs.com or call 1-877-725-8337

MOTORHOMES FOR SALE

FACTORY-CERTIFIED PREOWNED NEWELLS
Coaches up to and including 8 model years
from the current model year have a 2 Year/
24,000 Mile Limited Warranty. Call for details.
NEWELL COACH CORPORATION, Miami, OK
1-888-363-9355. View our inventory at
www.newellcoach.com
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2009 - 2000 MOTORHOMES WANTED
Nationwide — Gas or Diesel
Free Appraisals — No Hassles
Call (813) 783-4000 or 888-783-4009
for Instant Cash MotorhomeFinders.com

RECREATIONAL VEHICLES

DON’T GIVE UP YOUR DREAM!
We offer a 2004 Newmar Kountry Star 37’ dual
slide, 330 HP dsl, 7.5 Onan gen, dual A/C,
satellite. No smoke/pets. Extended warranty.
Maintenance records. 30K miles. $90,000.
RV in FL. (863) 382-9852

HOLLAND MOTOR HOMES
www.hollandmotorhomes.com
800-961-4464
San Diego, CA
SEE OUR AD ON PAGE 61

MOTORHOMES WANTED
WE BUY MOTORHOMES
’98 & NEWER - Clean - Low Miles - No Smoke/Pet
CASH Payment & NATIONWIDE Pick Up
Contact Bill Fishfader @ 1-509-993-0321
RVs NORTHWEST • SPOKANE, WA

CASH FOR YOUR RV!
2002 Model Year and Newer
Nationwide Pickup
Call Toll-free 866-687-2274, ask for Jim Cash
WWW.USEDRVPROS.COM
LA MESA RV CENTER

NORTHEAST MOTORHOME WHOLESALER
Cash for your late model gas or
diesel motorhome. Will buy nationwide.
Toll free 866-803-6787 www.futuresrv.com

$ CASH $ TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR LATE-MODEL
motorhomes. All makes and models. No hassles.
For instant cash call Keith Roy (toll-free) at
1-888-227-4078, PEDATA RV CENTER.

#1 BEST RV BUYER
Call for Free Appraisal
To p D o l l a r P a i d f o r L a t e M o d e l
Gas or Diesel Motorhomes.
Free Nationwide Pickup.
To l l F r e e : 8 8 8 - 8 7 0 - 3 9 8 9
B I G S K Y L I Q U I D AT I O N

SELLING!??? INSTANT CASH FOR YOUR 2002 current motorhome. All models Top$$ + Quick
pickup. Craig Woods 800-511-8502 North Bay
Ford RV. 100s of Happy Customers over the last
40 years! Ask about our consignment program

76

LIST YOUR RV FOR SALE, BUYERS WAITING
WE WILL FINANCE YOUR MOTORHOME BUYER
RVs of all types: Diesel, Gas, Trailers, 5ers, Toads
••• www.RVclearinghouse.com •••

BUYING OR SELLING AN RV?
Let us take over the risk of major repairs!
To learn more about the Good Sam Extended
Service Plan mechanical breakdown
insurance, call 877-681-9479.

LET US HELP YOU BUY YOUR RV ... TAX FREE!
We guarantee BEST service and price
Receive $100 Gas Card & FREE Mail Fwding
Save $$ TODAY 888.430.3388 MontanaRV.net

GARDEN CITY INSURANCE, MISSOULA MT
Complete RV INS - Low Rates
Insurance for MT LLC’s & Most States
Call Keith or Leslie 1-866-444-1084
Visit us at www.gardencityins.com

ACTION SERVICES, LLC
Consult a Licensed Montana Attorney
Tax Free Registrations — No Sales Tax in MT
Financing & Insurance — For Professional Service
Call 800-481-0013 www.actionservices-mt.com

TOURS
RV REGISTRY
www.rvregistry.com
Motorhomes, Trailers & Fifth Wheels
For Sale by Owners
No Sales Commissions
Buyers/Sellers
800-546-8457

ADVENTURE CARAVANS RV TOURS & RALLIES
Canada • USA • Alaska • Central America
Mexico • Greece • Europe • United Kingdom
Mexico RV Insurance
www.adventurecaravans.com
Free 86-page catalog (800) 872-7897
Experience the Adventure, We’ll do the Rest!

RV CLUBS
LONERS ON WHEELS SINGLES CAMPING CLUB
www.lonersonwheels.com
Local Chapter campouts in USA & Canada
Rallies, Caravans & LOW Campground
1-866-LOW-CLUB • FREE Newsletter & Info

RV FINANCING
VOYAGER RV CREDIT
NEW — USED — REFINANCE
Fulltimers — Montana, LLC
877-222-0301 • www.VoyagerCredit.com

#1 ONLINE FOR RV FINANCING, THE ORIGINAL!
$399 MONTANA LLC’s — www.RVLLC.com
FINANCING ••• www.RVfinancing.com
CALL NOW — Toll Free 888-929-4424

SECURED RV LENDING (877) 742-6072
LOW RATES — Purchases & Refinance
Warranty & Insurance. Experienced staff
to assist. www.securedrvlending.com

WORLDWIDE RV TOURS AND RALLIES
800-952-8496 / www.FantasyRVTours.com
Call for Free RV Vacation Guide. Over 35 itineraries.
Mexico, Canada, Alaska, USA, Overseas, Rose
Parade, Balloon Fiesta, Kentucky Derby, & more!

QUALITY RV TOURS ®
CELEBRATE WITH US THE 33rd ANNIVERSARY
of Larry and Maria Olsen’s El Paso-based
Tracks to Adventure RV tours! Experienced
operator of Mexico Copper Canyon RV caravans,
since 1975. Also Yucatan, Baja, Alaska, western
national parks, Rose Parade, Great Lakes,
Branson, Oregon Trail, Mardi Gras, Old South,
Tracks Reunion, Atlantic Canada, Gaspe,
Calgary, Pacific Northwest, Great Northwest,
South Africa and Australia/New Zealand. Free
color magazine. Tracks to Adventure, est. 1975,
2811 Jackson Ave., El Paso, TX 79930,
US/Canada 800-351-6053,
www.tracksrvtours.com

TRAILERS FOR SALE

SERVICES
PAY NO SALES TAX ON YOUR NEXT RV
Set up a Montana holding company.
Most experienced in the industry.
Guaranteed lowest price and the best service.
1-800-565-4504
www.rvtax.com

PAY NO SALES TAX ON VEHICLES
Let us explain how we can legally help you
We’ve helped thousands in the last 10 years
Call one of our four Montana Attorneys
Bennett Law Office, P.C., Missoula, MT
www.bennettlawofficepc.com 866-543-5803

STACKER TRAILERS—2 CANCELLATIONS
avail at huge savings. V-nose 24 & 30’ with lifts.
Brand-new, never titled. RICHMOND STACKERS
800-272-1239 (MI) Ask for Dick. Del avail.
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SHOP THE RV
MARKETPLACE
There are lots
of products to
accessorize your
RV and enhance
your RV lifestyle!
Turn to page 70!

COMMERCIAL
Classifieds is open to firms or individuals
advertising the sale or resale of a
commercially produced item or service.
$48 per line, four-line minimum,
40 characters per line. For photo ad,
limited to RVs and real estate,
add $65 (black-and-white or color print).
Limit one photo per ad.

PRIVATE PARTY
For individuals selling personally-owned
item, such as an RV, truck, auto, campground membership resale. $23 per line,
four-line minimum, 40 characters per line.
No charge for phone number. For ad with
picture, add $45 (black-and-white or color
print acceptable, no Polaroids, negatives
or slides). Limit one photo per ad.

We offer a 5% discount for 6 issues
and a 10% discount for 12 issues
to our commercial advertisers.

OPTIONS
For your ad to appear in red type:
Add $50 for Commercial ad.
Add $25 for Private Party ad.

RV CLUBS
For national or local RV owners and
enthusiast clubs or chapters soliciting
members. $33 per line, four-line
minimum, 40 characters per line.
EVENTS
For national or regional RV rallies,
trade shows, expositions and other
events. $33 per line, four-line
minimum, 40 characters per line.
BOLDFACE TYPE
Please note first line is boldface at no
charge. Add $5 per line for additional
boldface type.

HOW TO PLACE AN AD
Use our form or your own stationery.
Please include your name, address
and phone number.
Send with payment (check; money order;
VISA, MC, AE, or Discover no., signature
and expiration date) to:
MotorHome Classifieds
P.O. Box 8510
Ventura, CA 93002-9912
Credit card orders: Fax to (805) 667-4379,
Email: classifieds@tl.com. Any questions,
call Angela Pezzullo at (805) 667-4391.

MOTORHOME CLASSIFIED AD
The May 2009 issue will close on January 26 (at subscribers on March 31);
the June 2009 issue will close on February 23 (at subscribers on April 28).
Mail to: MotorHome Classifieds • P.O. Box 8510 • Ventura, CA 93002-9912
Credit card orders may be faxed to (805) 667-4379 or emailed to classifieds@tl.com

Name: ..................................................................................................................................................................
Address: ...............................................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................Phone: ....................................................................
Check

Total $.........................................................................................Run for.................................issues

Credit card Number:....................................................................................Expiration:........................................
Signature:.............................................................................................................................................................
Specify Category: .................................................................................................................................................
Use this form (or your own stationery) to submit your ad copy. Four-line minimum, 40 characters per line counting each
letter, number, punctuation, and space. Please refer to CLASSIFIED RATES in this section for payment information.
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travelingchef

classifiedsfebruary2009

by DENISE SANTOYO

RUN THIS AD

FOR ONLY
$137!

LOSE THE “ WAIT ”
Reach 3 million shoppers
Today! NO WAITING!

REACH THOUSANDS OF
POTENTIAL BUYERS!

CITRUS-STEAMED FISH
WITH VEGGIES
1
1
1
1

medium-size fish fillet, any variety
small blood orange or tangerine
each red, yellow, green bell peppers
small onion
cooking spray
1 teaspoon bottled garlic
salt, pepper to taste

SAMPLE PHOTO AD
2006 MONACO DYNASTY 42' QUAD SLIDE.
400HP dsl, 10KW generator, 2800W inverter,
A/C, TV, micro/conv, sleeper sofa, and much
more. No smoke, no pets. Excellent condition.
(805) 555-1234.

If you’re selling your own
personal RV or home, you can
take advantage of MotorHome’s
low Private Party photo classified
rate! For only $137 per issue
(no charge for telephone number),
you can create an eye-catching
classified ad with a black-andwhite photo (one photo, please)
and four lines of copy, 40
characters/spaces per line ...
just like the sample ad shown
above. For $25 more your ad
can appear in red type.
Fill out ad coupon, enclose a
black-and-white or color print
(not a negative or slide) and
indicate method of payment.
Please mail to:

MotorHome CLASSIFIEDS
P.O. Box 8510
Ventura, CA 93002-9912
Or email to classifieds@tl.com
COMMERCIAL ADVERTISERS:
Please refer to CLASSIFIED RATES
for photo ad requirements.

RVSearch.com is your
one-stop site for buying
and selling RVs.

www.RVSearch.com
Log on today or call toll-free

1-800-SHOP-4-RV

Your RV.
Our Repair Bill.
Explore the Open Road with
“Worry Free” RVing
Good Sam Continued Service Plan
The Continued Service Plan, CSP, is a fullservice mechanical breakdown insurance
for your RV’s coach, engine, appliances,
and accessories. CSP covers hundreds of
major system components including:

· Engine
· Transmission
· Suspension
· Water & Waste System
· Coach Components
· Heating & A/C
· Refrigerator
· Generator
· Electrical
· Axle
For a FREE Quote,
call us toll-free
or visit us online

1-877-592-4168
www.goodsamclub.com/csp
CSP was designed by and for the Good Sam Club by Affinity Brokerage, Inc.
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■ Slice the vegetables lengthwise.
■ Take a length of foil about 12" × 12"
— depending on fillet size — and coat
one side lightly with cooking spray.
■ Season fish with pepper, garlic and
salt, place diagonally in middle of foil.
■ Cut orange in half, set one half aside,
and cut second half into quarters.
■ Drizzle juice from one quarter over
the fillet.
■ Cut remaining half of orange into
round slices, arrange over the fish.
■ Arrange the vegetables around the fish,
storing any remaining vegetables not used.
■ Squeeze the juice from the reserved
1
⁄4 wedge over the vegetables and fish.
■ Draw the sides of the foil up around
the fish, sealing the pouch at the top.
■ Cook on the barbecue until vegetables
are tender and fish is flaky, about 10
minutes (time varies based on fillet size;
check often to avoid overcooking). Serve
with steamed wild rice or couscous.
Serves 2.

Tips: Any flaky fish fillet can be used,
but avoid shark, tuna or heavier steak-like
fillets; they will not steam quickly. Visit a
local fisherman’s wharf to determine your
catch of the day. For a tangy, less sweet
flavor, try a lemon instead of an orange.
GOT A RECIPE FROM THE ROAD
THAT YOU’D LIKE TO SHARE?
Do you have any helpful tips that save
time or space in the traveling galley? Let
us know! Send your recipes and hints to
letters@motorhomemagazine.com. ◆
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FREE CAMPING • FREE GAS • CASH BACK
FREE GOOD SAM MEMBERSHIPS & SERVICES

GET THIS…

AND GET REWARDED FOR

DOING WHAT YOU LOVE
Apply Today!

1-866-599-1275
www.goodsamcard.com/GS23
PLUS FREE GIFT CARDS AT CAMPING WORLD,
LEADING MERCHANTS & RESTAURANTS AND MORE!
*The Good Sam VISA Card is issued by Barclays Bank Delaware. Important terms and conditions apply.
Complete details on the rewards program will be described in the enrollment materials.
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WHEN ONLY THE
For all your RVing needs, visit the best-of-the-best...your nearest RV Business
magazine Top 50 Dealer. These dealers represent the RV industry’s elite,
receiving the highest possible honor for their professionalism, overall business
operations and, of course, customer service. For new or used RVs, service and
repair, financing or storage, these dealers can be trusted. And as the official
voice of the RV market, RV Business magazine knows its dealers.

ARIZONA:
Little Dealer Little Prices
Mesa,AZ

Richardson’s RV Center
Riverside, CA

Turning Wheel RV Center
Ocala, FL

www.richardsonsrv.com

www.turningwheelrv.com

www.littledealer.com

CALIFORNIA:
Altmans Winnebago
Carson, CA
www.altmans.com

Giant RV
Montclair, CA

Stier’s RV/FreedomRoads
Bakersfield, CA
www.stiersrv.com

www.mikethompson.com

RV Business and the

www.terrytownrv.com

ILLINOIS:
Pontiac RV
Pontiac, IL

Stevens RV Center
Lafayette, LA

MINNESOTA:
Pleasureland RV Center
St. Cloud, MN

www.pontiacrv.com

www.stevensrv.com

www.pleasurelandrv.com

COLORADO:
Ketelsen Campers of Colorado
Wheat Ridge, CO

Rick’s RV Center
Joliet, IL

www.ketelsen.com

www.ricksrv.com

MARYLAND:
Endless Summer RV
Frederick, MD

MISSISSIPPI:
Aberdeen RV Center
Aberdeen, MS

www.endlesssummerrv.com

www.aberdeenrv.com

RV America, Inc.
Johnstown, CO

INDIANA:
Modern Trailer Sales
Anderson, IN

Leo’s Vacation Center
Gambrills, MD

MISSOURI:
Apache Village RV Center
Hazelwood, MO

www.rvamericainc.com

www.lamesarv.com

Mike Thompson’s
RV Super Store
Santa Fe Springs, CA

TerryTown Travel Center
Grand Rapids, MI

www.gauthiersrv.com

www.giantrv.com

LaMesa RV Center
La Mesa, CA

LOUISIANA:
Gauthiers’ RV Center
Scott, LA

www.moderntrailer.com

www.marylandrvsales.com

FLORIDA:
Lazydays
Seffner, FL

Mount Comfort RV
Greenfield, IN

www.lazydays.com

www.mountcomfortrv.com

MICHIGAN:
Modern RV Center
Grand Rapids, MI

Coachlight RV Sales
Carthage, MO

www.modernrv.com

www.coachlightrv.com

johnmeyeravrv@yahoo.com
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BEST WILL DO

M.B.Thomas RV Sales
St. Louis, MO

NEW YORK:
Alpin Haus
Amsterdam, NY

OKLAHOMA:
Jamatt RV Sales
Poteau, OK

PENNSYLVANIA:
Boat N RV Superstores
Hamburg, PA

www.alpinhaus.com

www.jamattrv.com

www.boatnrv.com

NEW HAMPSHIRE:
Campers Inn
Kingston, MH

Seven O’s
Kirkville, NY

www.campersinn.com

www.sevenos.com

OREGON:
Curtis Trailers
Portland, OR

TENNESSEE:
Tennessee RV Sales & Service
Knoxville,TN

www.curtistrailers.com

www.tennesseerv.com

George M. Sutton RV
Eugene, OR

TEXAS:
ExploreUSA
Plano,TX

www.mbthomaswinnebago.com

Trafford’s RV Center
Conway, NH
www.traffordsrv.com

NEW JERSEY:
Colonial Airstream & Itasca
Lakewood, NJ
www.colonialairstream.com

NEW MEXICO:
Aloha RV
Albuquerque, NM
www.aloharv.com

NORTH CAROLINA:
Tom Johnson
Camping Center
Marion, NC

www.gmsrv.com

www.tomjohnsoncamping.com

OHIO:
Cecil Caudill Trailer Sales
Franklin Furnace, OH
740-776-2151
Stewart’s RV Center
St. Clairsville, OH
www.stewartsrv.com

Guaranty RV Super Centers
Junction City, OR
www.guaranty.com

Thompson RV Inc.
Pendleton, OR
www.thompsonrvinc.com

Reines RV Center
Manassas,VA
www.reinesrv.com

WASHINGTON:
Poulsbo RV
Kent,WA
www.poulsborv.com

Roy Robinson RV Center
Marysville,WA
www.royrobinsonrv.com

www.exploreusa.com

Tacoma RV
Tacoma,WA

Princess Craft Campers
Pflugerville,TX

www.tacomarv.com

www.princesscraft.com

WISCONSIN:
Kings Campers
Wausau,WI

VIRGINIA:
Dixie RV Superstore
Newport News,VA

www.kingscampers.com

www.dixierv.com

Blue Ribbon Award Winner
Dave Altman Award Winner
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TALES FROM THE TRAIL

URBAN COWBOY

B

ryce Canyon, Utah — suspiciously and then inquired about

I don’t recall who suggested
a horseback ride, but considering the absurdity of it,
my wife, Jennifer, is the likely
culprit. All I know about horses is how to tell the front end from the
back end and a couple of good reasons
why you should stand near the front.
Camped near Bryce Canyon National Park, we were on the rim of the
chasm watching horses and mules carry
visitors into the canyon when the idea
arose. Those people appeared to be having fun, and I was content to leave it at
that. But, no … we had to ride, too.
So we went to the in-park stables.
The guy behind the counter eyed me
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my weight. Turns out his horses and
mules had a 200-pound weight limit, a
figure that’s a distant memory for me. I
breathed a sigh of relief.
Then we picked the wrong spot
for lunch. A hotel–restaurant complex
just outside the gate had a booth offering tickets for all kinds of local adventures, and my wife had to inquire. The
salesman grinned and said, “Sure, we
have big-boy horses.” Jennifer signed
us up for the dawn patrol.
The alarm jangled at what we
called “0-dark-30” in the Army. Even
my loyal dog wasn’t ready for that, cocking an eye with her best “now what?”
look. There wasn’t even time for coffee.

by RON DALBY

We reached the corral as the sun
broke the horizon and watched a wrangler lead a string of saddled horses into
the yard. I knew instantly which one was
mine. If you remember the TV show
Bonanza and recall the size of Hoss’
horse compared to Little Joe’s, you have
some idea of how this steed stood out.
Just to demonstrate its size to everyone, they brought him out first and called
my name. I approached from the front.
The wrangler led me closer to the
back end on the left side, and said,
“Just put your left foot into the stirrup
and swing your right leg over the horse.”
The stirrup was chest high.
“Right …”
A short discussion about arthritis
and forklifts followed, but the wiry wrangler instead led me to a wooden platform.
From it, I got my foot into the stirrup
and awkwardly hoisted myself aboard.
The horse wasn’t any happier
about this than I was. His buddies got
all the lightweights and he got me. The
wrangler settled him down with a bribe
and led us out of the corral.
The timing was perfect. We looked
into Bryce Canyon bathed in early morning light, watched feeding mule deer
and prancing pronghorns, and reveled
in the dawn of a new day. All of us
except perhaps my horse. I think all he
cared about was getting it over with.
At the end of the two-hour ride, I
managed to stop next to the stand, swing
down without falling, and stagger off bowlegged for coffee. Roy Rogers I’m not. ◆

PHOTOS: RON DALBY
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Retreat.
Relax.
Recharge.

In the heart of central Florida, you’ll find
magnificent Lake Okeechobee – that’s
Seminole for “big water.” The 730 square
mile lake links Florida’s Atlantic and Gulf
Coasts. And nestled in Lake O’s “sweet
spot” is Water’s Edge Motorcoach Resort.
Just 30 sites, this gated community is a oneof-a-kind Class A only resort. Peaceful and
serene, all properties are waterfront or
waterview. Every detail has been considered
right down to our paver-brick foundations.

Our landscaping is lush and tropical yet
meticulously maintained. We’re “in the
middle of nowhere,” but five minutes from
downtown Okeechobee...just a bit farther
to either coast and fabulous restaurants,
shopping and some of the world’s most
beautiful beaches. The resort is surrounded
by numerous outdoor activities.
Come see for yourself what this exclusive
piece of paradise can offer you. Visit our
web site at www.watersedgemcr.com or call
for further information.

Water’s Edge “The Very Best”
Motorcoach Resort

954-425-8405 • www.watersedgemcr.com

Watersedge Motorcoach Resort, Circle 123 on Reader Service Card
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BrakeBuddy, Circle 112 on Reader Service Card
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Heaven on Wheels
JI
Take your love of elegance, style and comfort with you wherever you go.

Your Newell gives you:
The highest quality materials, engineering and craftsmanship.
Easier handling than any other coach its size.
Options that reﬂect your style, preferences and tastes.
Inﬁnite opportunities to customize your coach.
More power and torque than any other motorcoach.

Take the good life with you. Explore www.newellcoach.com
Manufacturing, Sales & Service 1(888)3NEWELL
Miami, Oklahoma

West Coast Sales & Service (541)912-7611
Coburg, Oregon

